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Using Carmen's Strike as an Ex
cuse. President of United Railways Would Call Mass Meeting and Take Over
City Government.

flits my heart

Conspiracy Uncovered by Detect
Ive Burns of San Francisco.
Prosecution Will be
of Criminal
Nature.
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Interstate Commerce Commission
Has Found Many Discriminations, but Present Laws Do
Not Provide For

1

111

Them.

men has been resumed, the new
being In attendance.
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CAMIOVX COVKTS
CITY GOVEIIN.MKXT.
' San. Francisco, May 24. Following
the sensational reports which became
current that President Calhoun, of
the United Railroads, was engaged In
a deep laid plot to seize the reins of
government
municipal
under the
guise of a law and order movement.
a newspaper statement declared that
Calhoun Is prepared to go to any
length in order both to save himself
frnm conviction and Imprisonment
under the charges brought by the
graft prosecution, and to win hid fight
with the carmen.
The report stated that Calhoun had
been working for several days In a
desperate effort to consolidate In aid
of the movement all the most Import- ant financial Interests affected by the
graft disclosures.
'Men high In financial Interests were
teen going ill and out of his ofhce
throughout the day and it Is alleged
that other conferences were held In
the business center of the city.
It Is stated that, foiled in their at
tempt to get in touch with the prose
cution through the Intervention of
the committee of seven, Calhoun and
his associates have planned a new
.stroke by which they hope to pluce
themselves in control of affairs to
a degree that they will be able
block the efforts of Messrs.
tt
Spreekles, Burns and Heney.
I 'Ian I to Call Mass Meeting.
Their scheme as outlined In these
reports is to form a new civic committee us successor to the one which
his just resigned, which will be prepared to resort to extreme measures.
Grasping the opportunity of the
carmen's strike and the disturbances
in the streets of the city, the reported
plan is for a mass meeting to be
called under the pretext of a law and
order measure.
From this meeting those who have
been active in the graft prosecution
vill be excluded on the ground that
they have already refused to have
anything to do with a committee
to
appointed
which had been
straighten the tangle of municipal
j
eminent.

the grand juries of half a dozen
states within the next few days.
The facts, it is alleged, will involve
In criminal charges many men high
In business and political circles, including one United States senator,
one former senator, a man reputed
to be one of the wealthiest In the
world, a railroad man known from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, two of the
wealthiest lumber barons of the
United States and numerous smaller
fry.
The frauds .It is declared, were per
petrated In the states of California,
Colorado, Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, Minnesota and the Dakotas.
Much of the evidence was secured
by Detective Burns, who is engaged
in the municipal graft prosecution of
San Francisco, and upon conclusion
of his work there, Burns, with Attor
ney Francis J. Heney, of Wan Fran
clsco, are expected to return to the
government service for the prosecu
tion or timber and mineral
land
thieves.
In obtaining a conviction of the
men said to be involved in the alleged
frauds, the government experts re
gain possession of large areas of for
est lands, which are now known as
private property.
WANT

Special to The Evening Citizen. '
Santa Fe, N. M., May 4. Governor
naynoicis nas received a long petition
signed by several hundred people In
and about Hillsboro, asking him to
commute to life imprisonment
the
death sentences of Mrs. Valentina
Madrid, who poisoned her husband
and Alma Lyons, the negrcss, who as
sisted in tne crime.
Over 100 of the signers were wo
men. The grounds .upon which exe
cutive clemency is asked are that
both are little more than girls, ment
ally una oie to understand the enormity of their crime and mentally irresponsible for their actions.
The governor has also received per
sonal letters from several portions of
evv Mexico making similar requests.
Several have called at the executive
office, not on behalf of the
but to ask that thev be snared
TURKISH DRAMA IS
because they are moral degenerates
and unable to comprehend what they
done.
STRICTLY CENSORED have
Governor Raynolds will not discuss
the case. He is a firm believer In the
supremacy of the law and of law enSaltan's. UcprcMiilutlvc Cuts On: All forcement. The general opinion here
is that the women should
not be
Allusion to ICoyahj.
hanged.
it is not known whether or not the
Constantinople. May 24. The vag- governor will yield to public sentiaries of the Turkish dramatic censor ment and commute the sentences.
are the distress and dread of Impresarios and stage managers In Conn
louigli at Death.
stantinople. His red pencil ruthlessly
cuts and mutilates the choicest mas- Special to The Kvenlng Citizen.
Hillsboro,
M., May
N.
4.
Mrs.
terpieces of European opera and
drama, no reason being given or ar- Valentina Madrid and Alma Lyons,
convicted of poisoning the former's
gument admitted.
The general rules; which guide his husband and Bentenced to be hanged
judgment are. of course, more or less June 7, laugh at deuth whenever they
spoken to about their Impending
apparent. Anything calculated to are
bring contempt upon royalty, to sug- fate.
might just as well die now as
"We
gest seditious ideas, or prejudice pub- any
time," they say.
lic morals Is strictly tabood, but it
negress,
The
plays
Alma Lyons.
is not always possible to assign, so
simple and satisfactory motives for his daily on a mouth organ while Mrs.
Madrid sings and dances. Both make
rulings.
For Instan.-- e. the reason for the coarse remarks and bv their every acprohibition of Hamlet" is suff letently tion indicate that they do not know
obvious, and thv obliteration of cer- the meaning of the laws either of God
tain passages from "Othello" is com- or man. They show absolutely no inprehensible, but why he should, ob- dications of breaking down and talk
ject to the name Othello Is not so about hanging as a matter of course.
easy to account for. The play has They express no sorrow for their
always to be given under the desig- crime. Persons who know both wonation of "II cieloso" or "Le Jaloux." men, and who have watched them
Probably, Othello being a Moor, and during and since their triul, are contherefore in all probability a Mussul- vinced that the women are degenerIncapable of
man, his name is considered offen- ates and absolutely
knowing the gravity of their offense
sive to pious Moslems.
All allusions to royalty are strictly or of experiencing the fear of death.
prohibited. Kmnerors are transform
ed Into grand dukes, and kings Into
Although
dukes.
Donizetti's "La GRANT COUNTY LANDS
Favniita" may not be given under this
title, such things as court favorites
not being officially recognized In TurOPEN TO ENTRY
key, the censor's scruples are allayed
If the play is called "Kleonora." and
tile royalties are converted Into
Halevy's "La Juive" had to
of Burro Mountain National
be transformed Into "Kachel." the Portion
l'oret Along (.iU
to
reason in this case wus that the title
tx'uU'ineni.
might not be offensive to the Grand
JUthbl and the Jews generally.
Tile ''(irande Duchesne de Gernl-MeiSilver City. X. M . May 24. At the
is entirely prohibited, because reiiuest of the forest service. J4 Sm)
it satirises Court society and high acres of land adjacent to the It n
life generally, but tin. why und whereBurros national foiest in ciran:
fore of the prohibition of "li
county. X. M
have been reiea-- e i
baffles explanation.
from temporary wlihdrhw.il.
Tips
in one point the censor is indexland l.es in part along the III,) Oilj
ible: there hall be ifo murder comin the Mangos valley, aiol south of
mitted on the stage. This Is In or-- t Cherry creek. This leaves no land
-- r to
prevent corruption by evil ex-- adjacent to the Big Burros national
inple.
forest under tempioarv withdrawal.
The lands recently released will he
me suhjecl to settlement 01. Jjlv
TEXAS MAN KILLED
ri
lHHi. but no! to el
a
4.1
j
selei tjun until Atiu-- ;

LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE EMPANELING

AOMIRALITY

HAYWOOD

IN FIGHT WITH

CENSURFS

high-nose-

s.

.

South Omaha. N'eb., May 2i. The
South Ojnahu live stock exchange today passed a resolution in which its
members agree not to sell heifers and
cows to packing houses In this city
until after the packers rescind their
orders, taking effect next Monday, to
refuse to pay full prices for cattle
of these classes,
if after being
slaughtered the animals are found to
be suffering: from
or
tuberculosis
other diseases.
The packers state that their action
In making such an order is due to the
fact that the condemnation of this
class of cattle is so heavy that the
loss is too great and the risk too
heavy to warrant doing otherwise.

IS.

lioUe, Idaho, May ;.4. A way of
use for tint peremptory challenges on the Jury being formed to
try Haywood was cleared again this
morning, when Talesman Henry Curtis qualified for the place of Juror
Cole and the defense finished its reserve examination and passed Juror
John Whltlock.
The state used Its seventh challenge on Juror Isaac Bedell, who fo.'
several days occupied seat No. 2.
Four talesmen were dismissed for
bias this morning and the fifth Is
under examination as the noon recess
approached.
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M'KINLEY

SURVIVE

WIPES

OUT

SEVERAL

Huurtnnutri
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Wichita, Kas., May 24. It is
reported that a cyclone visited
Snyder, Okla.. this morning and
that fifty persons were killed.
The wires are all down and
definite information Is not ob- tainuble.
Snyder is a town of
about 1,00 people on the St.
Louis and San Francisco rail- road in Kiowa county, south- western Oklahoma.
In May. 190S. the place was
almost completely wiped out of
existence by a tornado, over
fifty persons being killed and
and many injured.
Cuusultit- - Rviggorated.
Snyder, Okla., May 24. This
town was visited by a tornado
early this morning and consul- erable damage was done to prop- erty, but as far as can be ob- talned at this hour there was no
4 lo9 of life, either here or out- side of Snyder. Communication
with the outside world was cut
off for several hours. Crons in
4 the vicinity are badly damaged.

Canton, Ohio, May 24. Mrs.
rallied enough this morning to
ask for a drink of water, but immediately lapsed into unconsciousness
again.
There is hope of her survival for
several days.
Surgeon General Itixey arrived this
morning, and after visiting Mrs.
gave out the following statement:
"Mrs. MoKinley's condition Is more
favorable .and we hope and believe
that she will improve."
"Her condition, however, is serious.
The principal difficulty is to give her
sufficient nourishment.
There is a
decided improvement as to the paralysis, which is limited to one arm."
y,

YEGGMEN

SHOOT

TWO

May 14.
At.iariiio. Texas
4 Harry Saeel si.n
f a wealthy
i itlm-i- i
ef U.'S.'l.u.l. 'leva.--, was
killed by :ni n ing last night on
the Sueed brother ranch, forty
miles from here. The oody is
--

V V

t S v.,

f
May 24.

i

jtocnester, M.
Fornell was terrorized this morn- ing by a gang or yeggmen.
Xlght Watchman John Hetidy
was fatally shot, Xight Watch- man Kelly was badly beaten and
others were injured.
4
Three yeggmen were finally
captured after two of the gang
had been shot.
a
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BOl I.DF.lt STUDKNTS
tSlFFF.KINU 1'ltOM lOISOY.
May
24.
Boulder. Colo..
Seven
students in the School of Medicine at
the State university are seriously 111
from ptomaine poisoning. They are
T. G. Clement. Walter Wasson, T. C.
Hill. Bay Fischer,
Paul Matthews,
Valentine Rlseher and T. C. Davis.
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Attorneys for Trust at SL Paul
Desire to Have the Names of
Rockefeller and Rogers
Eliminated Fro m
Complaint.

I'nlted States circuit court here,
about three years ago. has there been
such a noted array of lawyers as appeared In that court this morning' In
the case of the United States against
the standard Oil company of
Jersey and Its allied corporations. New
Judges Sanborn, Vandeventer, Hook
and Adams were upon the bench, and
the matter for their consideration was
a bill of exceptions filed by the Standard against movements In a complaint, which seeks to have the Standard OU company and its seventy
other companies declared unlawful
combinations In restraint of trade.,
and have said combination dissolved.
Frank B. Kellogg, of this city,
made the principal argument for the
government.
The bill of exceptions makes about
fifty objections to the complaint, the
purpose of which Is to narrow the issue by eliminating all parts of the
CHAIRMAN' KVAPP
DION IKS STATEMENT. complaint that refer to the business
Washington, D. C, May 24. The methods of Rockefeller, Rogers and
report published this morning to the others as trustees prior to the year
effect that Chairman Knapp, of the 1899.
Interstate commerce commission, who
had an interview with the president AXTHONY SAYS TILVT
yesterday afternoon, informed RooseOl'STKH IH IOSN!BI.K.
Jefferson City, Mo., May 24. Comvelt that the Investigation by the
commission Into the methods of the missioner Anthony, who was appointHarrlman lines had practically ac- ed by the Missouri supreme court
quitted Harrlman. Chairman Knapp to take testimony In the ouster suit
of the state against the Standard Oil
said today:
"The statement is absolutely with- company, today made his report to
out foundation or excuse. The com- the court.
He holds that the evidence Is sufmission has taken no action, reached
ficient
to
110 conclusion
oust the Standard Oil coml
and has not even discussed the Harrlman case of late. pany and tributary companies from
Missouri.
Xo report Is likely for some time,"
Fight lias Iji.stiHl Two Years.
Attorney General Haley filed suit
BASEBALL MAGNATE'S
In
supreme court two years agi
the
WIFE SEEKS DIVORCE.
charging that the standard Oil Co..
St. Louis. Mo., May 4. The
Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company ami
today says that Mrs. Kalpb the Republic
Oil company were In a.
Orthweln has filed suit at Mount Ver- ths
trust
and were parties to a conspiracy
non. Mo., asking divorce from Ralph
Orthweln. who was part owner and io control tne prtce or oil and pepresident of the St. Louis American troleum products In Missouri and to
in the oil busibase ball team, the first year of the prevent competition
'
organization. The petition contains ness.
More
year
a
than
allegation
the sole
has been occuthat Orthweln de- pied by
serted his wife fifteen mouths ago.
Commissioner Anthony In
taking the testimony upon which he
The Orthweln family is prominently socially In St. Louis and wealthy.
makes his report.
He reports that the evidence shows
that In the year 19U1 the three com
LAKE MOIIOMv COXFEKEXCE
panies named entered into an agreeEXCITING INTENSE IXTEKEST. ment
for the purpose
fixing
Lake Mohonk, May L'4 Addresses controlling prices to beofpaid by and
re
were made today before the confer- tailers and others
in Missouri for
ence on International arbitration by product of petroleum, and to limit
Enrique C. Creel, the Mexican am- and prevent competition
the busi
bassador, and lgnaclo Calderon, the ness or buying and sellingin oil.
'F.iult-avom- l
Bolivian minister.
to Mislead the Public-- .
The attendance Is large and InterThe report further says that the
est continues intense.
companies named secured control of
90 per cent of the oil business of the
state and misled the 'public Into the
belief
they were separate and
ALLEGED MURDERERS distinct that
corporations, when in fact an
Agreement had. been made b tliem
for one corporation.
Also Maljlr to Flue.
TAKEN BACK TO
Hi,
t.
If
May
LouW.
Mo
U"'t-th(He
report should be s2.'!li
findings of the commls.stonerv"
adopted by the court, the court would
then have power to take from the'
Wsters-Pierc- e
company, Which is the
Missouri corporation,
its franchise
rlghM, ftnS the court would have the
power to Cancel the right of the other
Arrested at Demlng. Suspects two corporations to do business In
Missouri, and it ran also Impose fines
upon the defendants
Are Ushered Across the
ommend to the attorney general the
prosecution of E. H. Harrlman and
his associates, and the dissolving of
their railroad combination for the
violating of the Sherman anti-trulaw.
At a conference yesterdav between
President Koosevelt and Martin A.
Knapp. chairman of the commission,
the fact was brought out thut in the
opinion of leading members of the
commission, no law has been violated
by Harrlman. though grave evils have
been discovered, which warrant the
enactment of Jsrws to prevent their
recurrence.
The commission desires to complete
its report by the first of July.
It will present the facts to the attorney general, but does not believe
that upon the showing made that
prosecution will be begun.

FLOATNO. 3
Squabble Over Arizona Land
Is Aired In Washington
Claims In Question.
--
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Hani of Hearing und Half Blind. ,lo-- c
Gnllt'go in Bun Down While
Going Over the Trucks.
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union machinists on
Kile 'aiiroad. about S.uou men,
were called out today. Outsails- faci Ion over a piece of work
was the cause.
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Idaho. May 22. Sheriff S
'n.'in has hld that .iti.
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Ja,aia:
He had
previously
as deputy sheriff.'
He
has
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May 24
(ia!
J
had been u resident of
.atiinal for fifty years, was run down
and Instantly killed by a Santa Fe
.freight train at S lid last night
Mr
liallegos w.as 73 years of age ami one
of the well known native citizens of
the place. The old man. being haul
of hearing anil afflicted with weak
S

legos,

liingli.i lnpi.,i
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Arizona Is Apparently Miffed at Action of Faction or Suit 1 liver Valley Water 1'stV Association.
Phoenix, Ariz.. May 24. At a meet
ing of the board of governors of the
au Klver Valley Water Csers- association Governor Klbbev was re
elected attorney for the association
ror a period of six months. This action was in the nature of a compromise, as the usual term is
one
year. A faction had been for
tlzhtin
the reappointment of Governor Kib-beAfter the action was taken it was
realized that he would not take the
appointment, which came la the nature of a compromise, and would sen.
arate himself from all further attention to the affairs of the water users
hereafter.
At this time when the prioritv suits
are unsettled the loss of Governor
Klbbey would be a serious blow to
the Interest of fair play.
A special meeting was called and
passed resolutions that it was th
sense of the bourd of governors that
Governor Klbbey be reappointed for
the period of one year.
This resolution will be acted upon at the next
meeting, which will be hell two
weeks from Tuesday.
-

y.
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Just as the train came along at a high
rate of speed. The body was horribly mangled
had to be gathered
fa,.- .,!i
slde'ate In hi. treat- - up from the and
tracks piecemeal.
The
of the Western Fei1eru
burial
of
the
mangled
remain will
held at
Jail on the charge take place at once.
No
atblame
murdering
farmer
Gawriiui tached to the train crew tor the ac--

GOVERNOR

Special to The Kvenlng Citizen.
Las Cruces. N. M., May 24. Jose
Saltero and Jesus Saltero, father and
son. the two Mexicans, arrested last
week by Cnlted States Marshal For-akand Deputy Marshal W. K. Forbes, were taken to Fl Paso earlv this
morning, where they were turned
over to the Mexican authorities who
charge the two men with murder.
After their arrest, which occurred
at Deming. the men were brought to
tn Jail here prior to their arraignment before the federal commission
er. When arraigned they waived examination and consented to being extradited.
They were taken to VA Paso bv
Marshal Foraker. who conveved 4hetn
10 tne middle ol the bridge, across
the Bio Grande where two Mexican
officers took charge of the prisoners.
ine crime tor which thev were ar
rested, was committed in Durango,
Mexico, on December 1. 19U2. They
made their escape on stolen horses.
lining ii) Kl J'aso and then to Dem-where they secured employment
.1
ranch.
At tile arraignment
the Mexican
mil Durango governments were ren- by
reenled
Consul Meiian.
of hi
Pasn. and thrt 1'nlted States bv Dun.
ll id Attorney Blew
i

Muskegon. Mich., May 24. Two
cars of the Muskegon Interurban met
near Muskegon Heights this morning
ami were practically demolished.
Both motorineii were killed and
several passengers were Injured a w
fatally.
The early baggage and freight car
from (ira'id itaplos met tin- - passenger ir out of Muskegon on a cuive
ial a tumble crash foil.. we. I.

(
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Post-Dispat-

e

SOCORRO MAN KILLED

JURY

Ed Hawkins, charged with as.sault
on liis wife, was arraigned before Police Judge Craig this afternoon at 2
o'clock, and v. as bound over to the
grand
He was placed ui.iier

The admiral"the wreck
of the steamer Prlna Eseln Victoria
Louise near Kingston, Jamlca, December 16, last was due to Captain
Brunswick.' s mistaking one light for
unother.
The decision concludes with statements to the effect that Captain
Brunswick neglected his duties, by
locking himself in his cabin and committing suicide instead of trying to
save his ship and passengers, who,
however, were all safely landed.
J4.

KILLS TWO MOTORMEN

.

I

May

Washington. D. C, May 24 Aa
oral argument was had before Com
mlssioner Ballinger. of the general
land office, recently, in the case of
the location of Baca Float Xo. 3, In
f the southern part of Arizona. The
aY
surveyor general at Phoenix, Ariz., In
a recent report to the general land
otilce, recommended the rejection of
tne entire location because It was
made on land not subject thereto
under the act of congress of June 21,
IS FAIR TO
160 (12 Stat., 71), which authorized
the said location.
The claimants under said float were
ACCUSED MEN represented before the commissioner
In the oral argument by C. C. Eatts,
Charleston. W. Va., and James W.
Vroom, of Xew York city.
The mining interests and the interests
of
homestead settlers in opposition to
the float claimants were represented
by S. S. Klngan. Tucson, Ariz ; Jumes
L. (illllngham, New York city; J. M.
Jameson, phoenix, Ariz , and Horace
F. Clark, of this city. A number of
'the interested parties Were also pres- ent.

GO OUT ON STRIKE
GRAND

Hamburg,

ty court has decided that

tUtiiillHUMII

ERIE

LIMNM HAWKiNSlELOT
NEXT

DEAD

Brokers Go Killers One Bet- Juror Whltlock Is Passed. Instead of Committing Suicide.
ter When It Comes to IsState Uses Its Seventh
He Should Have Tried to
suing Ultimatums.
Challenge.
Save Passengers.

Kc-tor-

BY

COURT

TODAY

n,

Girl-Wome-

ON

st

HEIFERS AND COWS WILL
FOUR MORE JURYMEN
TROUBLE WAS ALL A
NOT BE SACRIFICED
PROVE THEMSELVES BIASED
MISTAKE IN LIGHTS

SENTENCES OF

PUT

Chicago. 111., May 24 There Is a
8t. Paul, May 24. Not slne the
big surprise In store for the people
last arguments were made In
the fawho have been expecting the Intermous
Northern Securities case In the
state Commerce commission to rec-

Chicago, III., May 24. A dispatch
San Francisco, May 24. The trial
Tribune from Wash
of Mayor Schmltz, on the charge of to the Chicago
Ington
says :
today In
extortion, was resumed
Amazing
of a conspiracy
revelations
su
Judge Dunne's department of the
to defraud the United States out of
perior court.
Four Jurors have already been se millions of dollars worth- of mineral
cured and the examination of tales- and timber lands will be laid before
ra!

IS

OIL

This Great Railroad Magnate Greasy Octopus Is Assailed
Has Cleverly Evaded
Simultaneously n MisGrounds For Prossouri and Minecution.
nesota.

dean

OFloNEY

DY ANTI

STANDARD

TRUST LAW

life
cheer

close the tattered
lesson book
And leave our leader

SAID TO BE INVOLVED

'FRISCO

so

lUi

7b

to the United States
Government.

Present.

li

BE THE

And robs

Only Four Men Were In the Millions of Dollars Worth of
Timber Will be Returned
Box Today at Noon.

New Venire

The Evening Citizen, In Advance, $3 per jmm,
lowered by Carriers, o wit per month.

THE LAST DAY OF SCHOOL

FRAUD

WESTERN STATES

GROWINULOWLY

NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY EVENING. MAY 24. 1907.

S,ie. ial to Tile Evening Citizen.
PRESIDENT DIES
r.i r..so. exas. May 24. The
two
Mexicans arrested at D,minK.
and
cm aiiii.-to Mexico, on the charge
San Francisco. Mu 2 4. George F.
of murder, arrived here this morning Chapman, vice president
general
from Las I ruces. X. M.. in charge of manager of the I'nlted and
Railroad,
i niteii Mates Marshal Foraker. After
died lust night of pneumonia.
leaving the train, the prisoners were
He
a cold last Saturday,
marcld to the center of the Hlo which contracted
rapidly developed into pneu-

Grande bridge, where they were formally turned over to the Mexican authorities.
The men will be taken to Gunacevl,
Durango. Mexico, the scene of the
crime, to stand trial.
The men declared that they were
Innocent ami expect to be acquitted.

monia.
Ho was 4 4 years old.
Chapman haa been taking an active
part in the tight of the I'mted Railways ug.unst the carmen's strike,
was run down In hwat'h. which andi
considered to a laru extent responsi
ble
nia ueain.
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Classified Advertisements!

and
Toilet Accessories

EVENING

r;iilY.

CITIZEN.

HEIR OF "SILENT" SMITH, MASON HAS

is vour
in The
Evening Citizen's want column will
employes.
you
plenty
of
of
aseure

WANTED.
Sultpninn mid collector.
VANTED
Good position for right man. Call
at 218 H South Second street.
"WANTED
MaiTaii d" wife To seTI
Singer Sewing- - machines in McKIn-le- y
county. 21"s South Sec nd
street.
WANTED Salesman familiar with
dry good line; must speak Spanish; specify salary; references reBox K , Socorro. X. M.
quired
WANTED Boarders by the week in
private family; also have a nicely
Apply
furnished room for rent.
Mrs. Jobson, 305 North Edith.
Position" by boy 17 years
- WANTED
old, in grocery, doming or drug
Address "R. B.,' Citizen
etore.
office.
WANTED

June 15th, one or
two nicely furnished rooms In mod.
or without board;
with
home,
ern
no children. Address E. P. Smith,
By

WANTED Ladles wanting
millinery and dressmaking,
Second
Miss Crane. 512 North
Also apprentreet. Prices low.
944.
'Phone
tices wantd.
secondGentleman- WANTED
hand clothing. No. tit South First
treet, south of viaduct. Send ad- . dress and will calL.
R. J. Sweeney,
"
proprietor.
WANTED People who want some-thlnto advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
upObl- WANTED P ositlon as ioD
tor in ood office. First class man.
Don't drink and can glve best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer o work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
WANTED To buy five teams or ten
single driving horses; must be
sound and city broke. Bring animals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712
West Tijeras avenue, between 11 a.
m and 2 p. m., and after 6 o'clock
g,

Soaps, Nail
Bath Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Flics,
Com Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels.
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as fit
and as high as $200. Loans art
private
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year gives
Goods remain in your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
303 'i Wet Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

PROFESSIONAL
Ira

The HIGHLAND

HOW THEY STAND

National Lookup.
Won. Lost. Pet
6
25
New York .7
.806
6
25
Chicago
.806
17
11
Philadelphia
.607

F.BU.

Pittsburg

Elks' Opera House

MAY

p. m.

9

12
18
19
23

6

23

.538
.400
.345
.281
.207

American league.
Won. Lost. Pet.

Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
New York
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Boston
Washington

29

MRS.

Most Important Engagement
in the History of

GEORGE GRANT MASON AND IIF.R D.WGHTER MARGARET.

So It's only natural to expect that
about $16,000,000, Is in the city on a
a ton or more of gold will not keep
visit.
The question that was nut to this this worker- from a job.
Tl
I
Thon VAOI, D tTt whlla IrOPTklnff t tl
miM4i.mllllnn.il..a .. - Itilu.
.
greasy, smoky roundhouse
on the I
,!
What i
"Look for a job." said George 1Ju,nD' Maaun marrle.d.. mT. Marlon
een
Grant Mason promptly.
, . L I"
,
. ,
eak1f.
"
"'"'-"
Mason meant it.
He expects to a
im"1('a
arler nls atner, wno
labor on. The "Job" probably will
""'
not be at his old grimy work of a ls s,in a baby.
Mrs. Mason is a member or tne
rounohouse foreman or at the day
and night Hjundlng toil of his pres- - Consumers' league, the organization
ent position as railway division su- - wnicn works lor
conaiuons
perlntendent, but it will be "a job." for working girls. She has literary
tastes and she backs her husband In
anil It will be worth while.
He certainly will "look for 1i Job " his decision to keep on doing.
Kigh- If his history means anything.
"Yes." said George frant Mason,
teen yeurs ago he milt school, a me- - I intend to look ror a Jon rignt away
chanlcal engineer, lit began the life ami I'm going to have lots of fun
vigorous"
for the Milwaukee road, with the kids.
-

-

-

"w!"M71iHEJublN7MriK

14
12
10

Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn

One Night Only
Wednesday

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building. Telephone 886. ' Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It. L. BUST.
Office,
8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
Frequency Electrical
Current
and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
DBS. BRONSON & 14 RON SON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, 628.
DR. F. J. PATCH1N.
Physician anil Surireon.
Office over Vann Drug Store. Office
hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6, and 7 to 8
p. m. Phones, office 441, residence

OLD SPORT SAYS:

Ametienn League.
Washington at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
New York at Chicago.
Boston at St. Louis.

PHARMACY

BR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and I. Bamett building
over O'Rielly's drug store. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mala.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 106 Railroad avenue.
OfFlct
a.- m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:1
hours,
p. m. to t p. m. Both phones. Ap
polntments made by mall.

vSoort

BASE BALL

Occidental Life Building. Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

It

oF

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
National league.
boston at New York.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.

CARDS

Pensions
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
11. W. ft. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First Nations'
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
Office
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. 3f
DENTISTS.

RK!

nt

mm

Let us Supply You

LAWTER3.

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
stylish
call on N. W Washington, D. C.

postoftlce

LOANS.

JOB-WO-

'"'

round-amazeme-

PERSONAX PROPERTY

HELP WANTED.
HELP VANTK1 If that
crying need, a want ad

$16,000,000

IN HIS HAND, BUT IS LOOKING FOR A
Evanston, 111., May 24. If you had where his hands counted for more
-.. '
worked like a nailer mnce you were
,
"117.
a boy worked day in and day out were years of this, and then the fore- till the clock looked down on you In mnnshlp In the smoky, greasy
ItsihouFe. Five years here. Drains fig- and loudly ticked
oplnlon of you If, after years and urcd now, but Mason had corns on
years or ion and labor you snouin m nanus uu me ume. jvnomer
suddenly be handed sixteen million climb and he's division superintend- ent up In the Dakota. Desk all flay.
doilars. what would you do?
Night,
George Grant Mason, the nephew Trouble flown the road.
who whs named as the chief heir to George Grant Mason asleep In n ca- .siieru
tsmiln s I30.ooo.immi rortune, noose, on me way ici me joo. j nere
and who, it is estimated, will receive fortune found him.

MAY 21. 1007.

i.,..i

MRS.

'"

iFn!&k

,?r
-

9

Western
Des Moines

Omaha
Denver
Lincoln

"

Pueblo

.eaeiie.

,..

"

bj ui mil

.677
.625
And that dub thinks he can bat. He
.686 might
do In Santa Fe, but he's not
.526
.483 fast enough for Albuquerque.
.387
.345
.333 the heels of his shoes were made of

10
12
12
13
15
19
19
18

21
20
17
15
14
12
10

Won. Lost. Pet.
11
18
.621
14
18
.563
15
12
.556
13
16
.562
18
.379
10
20
.333

Y ESTKR DA Y'S G A M KS.

National ICHRiie.
At New York
R. H. E.
2
5 10
Chicago
3
2 10
New York
and Kllng;
Batteries Lundgren
Taylor,
Wiltse, Ames, Mathewson,
Ferguson, McGInnity and Bresnahan.
K. M. K.
At St. Louis
0
4 12
St. Louis
1
4
0
Boston
Bebee and Noonan;
Batteries
Pfeffer and Brown.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
2
6
3
Cincinnati
0 6 4
Brooklyn
Ka;tter1pfi Coakley and McLean;
Stricklett and Butler.
R. H. K.
At Philadelphia

pneumatic rubber. Every time he
would take a step he would Imagine
that they were sinking down into the
hard earth. He had a confused Idea,
also, that there was a crowd of people somewhat in the vicinity, but hecouldn't for the life of him remem
ber where it was.
The Chicago players, thoueh. soon
brought the big fellow out of his.
dreamy condition by Jeering taunts.
and this got Cy so angry that all his
nervousness vanished like a Hash.
Gritting his teeth he took his position
in me pucner s Dox with the stern
determination to win that game in
order to show- - the "sassy westerners"
that he wasn't so green as he looked.
Nerved up to this pitch the ungainly country boy shot his curves
over the plate, and with such can
non-ba- ll
speed that he soon had the
bewildered Chlcagoltes at his mercy.
finally
won his game
He
by the
score of 8 to 1. He was hit safely
but three times; gave only three passes to first and struck out five men;
among Ihem were the redoubtable
Anson, Klttredge and George Davis.

MEN WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every
And The
day. If you are looking for a job
put a want ad in The Evening Citido
will
zen's want column and it
MANHATTAN COMPANY
the rest.
Direction of
FOR KENT.
Harrison Grey Fiske
VoK KENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping.
408 North Second
street.
Presenting
brick house
FOR RENT Four-rooclose in, 115. Apply Rankin & Co.,
Room 10. Armljo building.
0
0 1
Pittsburg
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms. house
By Langrion Mitchell.
2
8
3
Philadelphia
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South
ana
Phillnpl
smitn;
Batteries
Broadway.
DIES SHOUTING TO
tinger and Dooin.
Seat sale opens Saturday, May 25th,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, 695.
8
m..
$1.00,
$1.50
and
a.
at
Prices
two blocks south of postoftlce; with
American l'iigue.
DK. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
$2.00; Boxes $2.50 and $3.00.
RH- E.
or without board. Mrs. T. JohnFOOT BALL TEAM
At St. Louis
When your animals are sick you
t
1
ston, 607 South Second street.
St. Louis
iz
nee a a good veterinary surgeon. Cal
J
"
room
Biston
FOR RENT 'Two and three
up the old reliable. Phone No. 142.
Pelty and O Connor;
cottage flats for inmmer $10 and
Batteries
I
Cleveland, May. 24. In his dyir.e
CNDEllTAKKR.
Tannehlll and Armbruster.
11$. ApT'y at 1 10 East Cpal. Mm
R. H. H.. moment Harris E. Mason, captain of
At Cleveland
Ev K. Norris.
9
0
6
Auto,
phone
the
316.
Cleveland
Colo., Red lit
East High school foot ball team
FOR KENT Room in Highlands,
0 6 u last year,
Philadelphia
a gridiron crisis.
A. BORDERS.
VIA
with private family. No invalids
una
v.iarR, Play fast, fellows; we've got only a
Batteries Thielman
Black
need apply. Mrs. J. W. Hilllard, Commercial Club building.
I om h
and Sehreck.
few minutes to piay, and
got to
or White hearse, $t.
203 North Edith.
It. M. t-- hold them. he shouted we've
At Detroit
In his de1
ID 11
rooms,
telroit
in
shortly
lirium,
and
Furnished
after tossed over
FOR RENT
ARCHITECTS
3
7
0
Washington
In his bed and died.
nice, airy house, with board if de1'ayne;
and
Klllian
Batteries
Mason lived with his parents i t
sired. Only one half block from
Bar7
P. W. Spencer. Rooms
leii nnri Warner.
Mrs.
Apply
building.
East 100th street. He had been 1.1
Library
Chlcago-.-sebuilding. Albuquerque, N. M
nett
xorK for
Chicago:
At
Edith.
124
weeks as a result of the scrimSouth
Chess.
game postponed; wet grounds.
Both phones.
mage.
His team, which he had led
FOR RENT Newly furnished outthrough a brilliant season, winning
NOTARY PUBLIC.
WeMorn l'anuc.
side rooms, modern bath, half
R. H. lv the city high school championship.
Jtt Pueblo
alock from Railroad avenue. "The
!2 1 as well as that of northern Ohio, Was
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Lincoln
Granada," y 114 '3 North Second
2 pitted
against Central high In tho
8
2
Pueblo
Office with W. B. Chlldere, in
street.
of the year.
H.itteises ssrimnwl and Sullivan; tlnal contest
West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
Mason was only 20 years old. He
Jackson and Smith.
rooms, near business center; rate3
E
H.
R.
asked his sister to decorate
his
At Denver
Sixth and
EUREKA!
Corner
3 grave with roses when he died.
reasonable.
. 5 11
Denver
10
Yes. I Hajc Found It at Last.
4
Railroad. Apply at rear.
. 3
City
Sioux
Found what? Why that Chamber
house, furMOIR O.N TH 1!I X.
and Zalusky ;
FOR RENT Five-rooBatteries Adams
Kan-saSalve cures eczema and all principal points I" Illinois), Iowa.
Spies.
nished: also rooms for light house lain's
and
Jarrott
.Missouri,!
Micliiiriui.
Minnesota.
skin. I
R. H. E
keeping; nicely located In the Hlgn. manner of itching of the
At Omaha
1
2
been afflicted for many years North and Soutli Dakota and wis--I
lands. Apply H. E. Rutherford have
Omaha
up
"win.
get
to
1
3
I
had
disease.
with
skin
Des
517 Broadway.
Moines
22,1
16,
17.
LOOKN
M
(.I.OU4.K
15.
IS
KV
ANT
SOX.
THE
MILLIONAIRE.
WHO
June
Git
Dates of sale
Gonding;
three or four times every night and
Batteries KaKan and
ING FOR A JOIt. AND HIS BABY BOY.
FOR RENT Nice, airy, furnished wash with cold water to allay the 23. 24. 29, 30. July 1. 2, 3. 4. 6. 6. 10.
Clark, Shannon and Dashwood.
rooms, with modern bath, by the terrible Itching, but since using this 11, 12, 19. 20, and 21. Final return
day or week: all outside rooms; salve in December, 1905, the Itching limit October 31st,
i
Association.
i
block east of the Al has stopped and has not troubled me.
one one-haAt .St." Paul: St. Paul 4; Kansas
new
hotel: everything
varatlo
a
John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
Highland Hotel, 204 E. Railroad Pa.Elder
. Min
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee
For sal by all druggists.
Philadelphia and Return
avenue.
neapolis 3.
well-flnuiunapous
t
FOR RENT LiKht. airy
At Indianapolis:
HAIR DRESSER ATO CTHROPO
,.,iiavlll
1.
nlshed rooms for rooming or light
DIST.
caneu
$59,25
name
in
imru
housekeeping.
All rooms open
At Columbus:
Price, $1 per
inning; rain.
ing on the outside.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No
Tickets on sale July 11. 12 and 13.
week and up. Minneapolis House, 209 West Railroad avenue. Is pre
Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
A. T. Devore, pared to give thorough
S24 South Second.
scalp treat this
ticket and paying $1 It may be
Proprietor.
E, 13;
ment, do hair dressing, treat com. extended to leave Philadelphia up to
including
July 31st.
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Sht and
gives massage treatment and maniEMPLOYMENT If you need wor
First Lieutenant and Adjutant H
Fourteen voung men comprised the
ROSWELL
The Citizen's want column will fur curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
graduating class of the New Mexic P. Cooley.
nish you a quick and ready means
u;
Lake
complexion cream builds
Salt
Return
City
and
tlon
of
L. Hubbeil,
dosJ.
bad
its
which
Military
institute
Lieutenants
First
exof securing it at a minimum
and improves the complex
ing exercises at Rosweil Wednesday John L. Hill. M. G. Paden.
penditure.
Put a want ad In The the skin
to The Evening Citizen.
evening.
and Is guaranteed not to be In
Sam Lanford. American colored
and Quarter Sneclal
Second Lieutenant
Citizen today and be at work tomor ion,,
$31.95
Rosweil, N. M., .May n. victory welterweight, who licked Tiger Smi; i
jurious. She also prepares a hall
Those awarded diplomas were: A. master J. J. Lee.
row.
Al
on
the
of
bats
the
Itself
nerched
in
or
such offhand style, has Gunner
prevents
Garrett,
cures
dan
C. Miller, of Ohio; Robert
tonic that
and
E. Montoya
Lieutenants
buoueroue Browns again yesterday Moir, English champion, scared o:f
FOR SALE
Tickets on sale June 1, 3, and 4, re Santa Fe: J. Elliott Doyle, of Texas; L. Second
druff and hair falling out; restore
U. crowell
K.
E.
Annuoand
with
off
one
was
ThH
nulled
contest
the face of the earth. Before Lang-for- d
limit thirty days from date of Jones Taliaferro, of White oaks; A.
FOR "SALE A" Ford runabout autO' life to dead hair; removes molet turn
Sergeant Major T. J. Sutherland. the Rosweil city team and resulted In
fought Smith, Molr was willing
sale.
I). Kennard. of Texas; J. M. Harland.
mobile. Call at Albuquerque Auto- warts and superfluous hair. Also
a score of 13 to 4. Galgano did tne to meet the winner, but since then he
Major S. S. Young.
of
Miller,
Drum
Bayard.
Jaffa
Fort
of
mobile Co.
powder,
plm
cure
a
face
and
freckle
Ditching for the visitors, and aeiiv appears to have, crawled In his hol,
Rosweil; H. L. Pollard, of Espanola;
C. A.
First Sergeants Robert
FOR SALE Fine Checkering Bros. pie cure and pile cure. All of thes
quality of ball. The and drawn It in after him.
T. E. Purdy, Agent
ered a
D. W. Hamilton, of Rosweil; W. Belt,
and B. M. Hall. Jr.
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs preparations
cross bats with the Kosweu
are purely vegetable
Browns
Stewart,
of
Lordsburg;
Jack
of
Wyly
Parsons anJ team again today.
over
Color Sergeants
Futrelle'a furniture store compounds. Have Just added a vThe, Boys Behind.
N. Gammon, of Lordsburg; O. If. Freeman.
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
it
game,
The pitcher twirled a
I VKE YOVR KIDNEYS.
ibrator machine for treatment oi
H. L.
W. Copplnger. of Oklahoma;
W.
B.
Sergeants John Rowley,
furnitur
Abroad In all the land his name
FOR SALE Household
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It Do Not Endanger
Hell, of Texas.
Jr.,
etc.;
Al
Er
Earl
on
all
O.
first
G.
utensils,
Life
McCrohan,
Dunn,
an
When
wings
Was
wafted
of fame.
the
cookinirti
also used for rheumatUm, paint
Jaffa Miller, of Rosweil. delivered win, E. Houghton. E. It. Sayle, C CY YOUNG NEVER
buquerque Citizen Shows You
The papeis printed praises sweet.
class, being used less than four ls
the valedictory address, while the Dobson. A. Samworth. J. N. Ortiz, Jr.,
every
won I
Apply 307 and massage.
And
the Cure.
time
months; very cheap.
friends
that
ommeticemciil address was made by W. B. Lewis, J. A. Hubbeil and R. W.
Why will people continue to gufc'er
North Sixth street, any time.
DEBUT They'd, meet.
HIS
geology
of
Finlay.
professor
FORGETS
of
Dr.
Chamberlain's
Colic.
Cholera
gossip
agonies
kidney
it
street.
of
of
complaint,
in
the
the
Oliver.
new
FOR SALE One seven-rooDiarrhoea Rcuiedy.
backache, urinary disorders, lame Colorado college, Colorado Springs.
nui in me iais. mere ne er was near-iCorporals E. L. Overholzer. E. F
brick house. furniBhed complet
In fact, it never once occurred
There is probably no medtcin ness, headache, languor, why allow Colo. The rest of the program con lle.lgecoxe,
fine water, two acres good farm
A. Kaune, J. L. Brown,
I
numbers.
musical
largely
any that a kindly word
of
To
sisted
upon
more
Is
with
made that
relied
themselves to become chronic invi
A. Watklns. Fritz Muller, Jr., Henry
land close in. all fenced. Outhouses implicit
he has been
Cv Young, though
Was due the boys behin.1
lids,
Chamber
followed
confidence
tho
a
cure
which
than
is
when
offered
certain
The cadet ball
W. N. Jones, E. A. Dunn pitching
and barn. Address "for sale" this
seventeen
successive
ball
Robertson.
Chorus
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarihoe. them?
graduating exerecises was a titling J. J. Lucus, C. N. Bobbins and A. II jeurs and is still a topnotcher, says
office.
It
yet
was the boys behind
Remedy. During the third of a cen
Doan's Kidney Pills Is the remely climax to the year's work, li was an
that August And
that he will never forget
stayed the twirler's fall.
tury In which it has been in use. peo to use, because it gives to the kidneys expeclally brilliant affair and opened McConnell.
1XI1M1.
when he took hia place TheWho
Corporals Millet Clancy. W.. day In
Lance
batters
tried in vain to rind
one
ple
liKUie,
they
help
in
to
perforin
Is
the
the
need
have learned that it
FOl'N'lj ThiiiUkh the want column
ther wllh a beautiful German
on "the tiling line for the Cleveland
A. Ollmore, O. Fowler, diaries Dill
hole to place the ball.
and wiildle.
Chicago team, ty, ButA every
which the fourteen graduates
the
of The Evening Citizen, Just what remedy that never falls. . When re- work you
M. J. Garrett
Ervlene,
John
time they hit the sphere.
have any, even one, of th) their ladies participated.
you have been looking for. An duced with water and sweetened It is
If
C. K. Martin, G. Mayes, J. McMurray, u( this lime, was a green county boy,
No matter where H went.
advertising source sure to bring re pleasant to take. For sa'.e by al symptoms of kidney diseases, cure
Yesterday morning the battalion A. L. officer, J. M. o'Bourke, Jr., fresh from nis lamer s rami ai im There
always was a fielder near
yourself now, before diabetes, dropsy was drawn up for the last time u. nil Thornton Victory, W. P. lwis and S. mure. o where the only practice ne
druggie's.
turns for small expenuiture. try
Who seemed on starring
o
or Bright's disease sets in. Read this Septemeber 2, when work will be re- C. Webb.
want ad and be convinced.
had in throwing the spheroid was put And
many
a vicious sting that day
Albuquerque testimony:
sumed.
EGGS I'Olt HATCHING.
in back of the barn.
That might Have tieen a hit
LOST.
Ed. A. Rellly. living at 613 We it
Cleveland heard of Cy about tne Was
The commandant of cadets pubEggs $1.50 ped setting. Rose comb.
couches, felt mattresses, child's
Best
gathered In and slashed away;
M. lished the
following appointments rolling chairs, chiffoniers, cots and bmer part of July. Invited him down
LOST Toilay, ileal- the Cuiigreg.iti"ii Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks. Fruit avenue, Albuquerque, N. any
Boys Behind were tit.
The
says:
Septhe
set
or
tryout
pain
and
in
go
among
back
a
the
"For
new
laying
Into
effect
for
24
to
nark
promotions
the
the
hens. Address
to
book cases are
and
arriv
al church, one white drawuwork Pure bloods.
was
Young
lfciiO.
1
5.
August
ir
troubles
arise
from
M.
which
the
s
of
day
N.
at
Eslancla,
Futrelle
please
week
Pauley,
the
for
tember
return
E.
Furnit
als
for
I.
spread.
Finder
table
SPORTING NO'IES.
regularity of the kidneys, there Is, In
ami was
Captains Grannie Frost. N. Armi-J- o ure Emporium, corner Second street there on ihe date
to Mis Eolith Arno sireet. Reward
my opinion, no medicine equal to
put to work atialnst Chicago, then a
11. Cake.
may be hired to paand Coal avenue.
and
militia
State
Ninnies.
Sore
STRAYED.
The value of
mlahtv fearsome bunch. Only one trol the course of the next Yan kr-bi- lt
Any mother who has had experience I loan's Kidney Pills.
man besides Young who played in
cow. with this
cup race.
STRAYED A black
ailment will be this remedy was first proven to :na
Ihat memorable game is in harness
reward if Pleased to know that a cure may be about a year ago, and so quickly did
white under body.. $
Davis,
who
George
Is
pa:
Loi-bstoday,
fight has be 1
that
s
me
an
723
and
of
it relieve
North affected by applying Chamberlain'
attack of
found. acob
The
hailing from tne postponed
Is with a team
t
from Decoration day : )
Second sireet.
Salve as soon as the child ls done across my loins that since men
City.
them,
scarcely been without
July 4.
W Wlndv
i
nursing. Wipe it off with a toft cloth have they
Young was then the same awkward
have never failed to give
LOST Anything you lose except your
before a:lown,g the babe to nurse. mid
Is
today,
ami
he
chap
that
appearing
My
reputation is sure to be found by a Many
advice
the desired results.
For a Nevada prize fight to make
trained nurses use this salve just
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any money ihe gross receipts nm-- t
all whom 1 hear complaining of
best results. For sale by to
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The Caribou's Perparlng For Big
Shad-Bak- e
on the

Potomac.
Washington. May 24. It hns now
been dettnltely determined that President Roosevelt will leave Washington for Oyster Bay on June 12. This
Is almost three weeks earlier than the
presidential vacation usually begins,
but Mr. Koosevelt needs a rest, and
his friends and medical advisers are
urging that he get It.
In announcing the president's plans
for the summer, the secretary conveyed a gentle hint that admirers
and well wishers of Mr. Roosevelt
could shtw their regard no . better
than by giving Oyster Bay a wide
berth during the time it is the naIn other
tion's summer capital.
uords, callers will not be welcome.
House (leaning nt Sagamore Hill.
Orders have gone forth to have
Sagamore Hill In readiness for the
Koosevelt family. A few days before
the time net for the departure of
the president, the entire office equip
ment of records, stationery, typewrit
ers. etc., will be Bhlpped to Oyster
Hay, and installed in the summer seat
over
ot
the federal government
Moore's provision store, at Main and
The horses used by
South streets.
the president and Mrs. Roosevelt and
Secretary Loeb will be shipped to
Long Island about June 10. There
will be practically no change in the
Secreclerical force this summer.
tary Loeb will be In charge until he
which
vacation,
starts on his summer
will be spent in the west late in August and early in September, when Assistant Secretary Latta will assume
direction of the executive staff. Before startlnar for Oyster Bay. the
for several
is booked
president
ne win leave
May Z
speechef.
Washington for the middle west.
SMukN on Decoration Day.
Day, he
On May 30. Decoration
speaks at Indianapolis at the exer
cises attending the unveiling of a
monument to General Henry Lawton,
and the next day will make an address at the commencement exercises
of the Michigan State Agricultural
College at Lansing. June
he again
leaves Washington for Jamestown,
where on the following day he Is
One of
booked for two speeches.
these will be in connection with the
dedication of the Georgia building
at the exposition, and the other before the National Kditorial Association. The Georgia building Is of particular personal interest to the president, as It Is a facsimile of Bulloch
Hall, the girlhood home of Mr.
Koosevelt's mother. In the speech to
the Kditorial association the president
is expected to discuss his policies to
some extent, arjd may find it convlen-eto make some further statement
concerning his desires in the shape
of further railroad legislation.
Hack In Wawlilnutoii June II.
The morning of June 11 will find ..le
president again in Washington, where
he will remain for one day and then
proceed to Oyster Bay, where the
be
will
affairs of the government
thrown off as much as possible. The
president looks forward to a quiet
and. restful summer and every person
In the entire country hopes he will
Pilgrimages to
be able to have It.
the temporary capital will not be
encouraged, and appointments
for
conferences with the president will
be difficult to make. Rest and plenty of It, In preparation for a hard
winter, with a new and untried congress on his hands, is the pragram
of the president, and deviation from
that program will not be permitted.
Shail-P.iik- e
at Mnrslinll Hall.
On Saturday there was an unique
gathering at Marshall Hall, that historic Maryland estate Just across the
Potomac from Mt. Vernon, when the
military order of the Caribou gave Its
jiiinual dinner, which this year took
the form of a shad-bak- e.
The military order of the Caribou
was organized In 1900, In Manila for
the purpose of fostering a high etan-ai- d
of military and social duty and
to perpetuate the memory of military services in the Philippines during the days of early American occupation. The membership of the order
is composed of commissioned officers
of the regular and volunteer services
who honorably served in the Philippine Islands between May 1, 1808,
and July 4. 1902, the period of active military operations, civil government being established on the latter date.
The order was named after the Water Buffalo or Caribous, the slow going beast of burden of the Philippines, which was the main reliance
of the American army in transporting supplies throughout the Islands.
TheCarlbou. the Patron Saint of the
order, Is a noble animal with a
slow and measured gait. He has been
praised in song and verse by every
soldier of the Philippine campaigns,
in recognition of the Indispeuslble
services rendered in the absence of
the faithful army mule.
Tlie Caribou Order.
The sad faced, patient, old ran.ou
was. up to the landing of Col. Humphrey, as chief quartermaster, leading a restful and uneventful life. But
he was promptly commissioned In the
quartermaster's department and on
this dear, patient animal
burdens
were laid and he was thereafter
bowed beneath the quartermaster's
yoke.
He, without protest, met his
subjugation and in the midst of bam
boo and along paddy rice fields
lth- out fear either of ChalTee or Agul- I'.aldo. trod this stately animal, his
weary way, bearing to the soldiers
at the front commissary treasures of
corned beef, siwdust. bacon, hart.- -'
t ick or taking to their relief medical
or
al supplies.
i'i:.t.ini Archibald Butt, hits described him in poetry:
"He is a homely beast at best but
v
r ttiithful.
Those who treat him well can lead
him oy the nose.
He doorn't recognlxt. ai. enemy when
nt

0555,000.00
List Compiled May

1,

Improvements
$159,000.00
100,000.00
be-

60,000.00

Luna and Strlckler Block, office and store building. Second and
Copper, three stories and basement, 80x150 feet
Gross, Kelly and Company, wholesale grocery. Central Avenue
and railroad tracks; main building, two stories, 80x100 feet;
warehouse, one story, 40x400 feet; approximate cost
A. W. Anson, terrace, 4th and Marble, four houses, 7 rooms
each
Gradl Building, office and store building, 3rd and Copper, three
etorles and basement, 60x80 feet
Mann Building, office and stores, Copper Avenue, between 2nd
and 3rd, two stories and basement 60x142 feet; approximate
cost
Sll-13-1-

North

5

feet

3rd Street, two stories and

J. Loeb, residence, 2nd and New York Avenues, 10 rooms
D. Weinman, residence. Copper Avenue, between 7th and 8th
Streets
W. R. Whitney, residence, 302 South Walter Street
Congregational Mission, south of city
,
W. H. Booth, residence, 701 West Coal, six rooms
Armory for N. M. N. G. Money for Armory has been appropriated, the city to furnish site

The insignia, which is rather
on. the obverse
usilque,
side, the head of a cariuou In gold
on a bronze base, suspended on blue
and gold colored ribbon, the colors
of the headquarter's flag of the 8th
army corps. The bar supporting the
medal has on it a representation of

40.000.00

30.000.00
23.000.00
18,000.b0

10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10.000.00
10.000.00
8.000.00
8.000.00
.600.00

n the reverse
the volcano Mayon.
side Is the grand seal of the
Filipino Republic, a triangle with the
sun In the center and a star on each
of the apexes. General Charles F.
quartermaster general,
Humphrey
V. S. A., is Grand Paramount

(By J. Preston Steams.)
)
New York, May 24. "Fascinating
Flora," the new musical play by R.
H. Burnslde, Joseph W. Herbert and
Uustave Kerker, which will be presented In the Casino on Monday
night, was given a "try-out- "
in the
Hyperion theater, New Haven, Thurs.
day evening. Prominent In the cast
are Adele Ritchie, Louis Harrison,
Fred Bond, James E. Sullivan, Ada
Lewis and Kllu Snyder.

A. W. Anson, flats, Marble Avenue,- -

f room flats
Store building. Central Avenue, two stories; name and location
withheld

Farr and

modern slaughter house, south- - of city
O. Bachechi, residence, North 2nd, between Grand Avenue and
Marquette, 9 rooms
M. O. Chadbourne, residence, 6 rooms
P. O. Sanchei, residence. North 11th Street, 8 rooms
E. W.'Feer residence. 614 West Coal Avenue
Michael, two stories, South Second Street, between Atlantic and
Pacific Avenues
,
,

rooms
,,
t
Improvement on Rosenwald Block, corner Third street and Central Avenue
3. N. Balling, storage and bakery, 1st Street, between Gold and
Silver Avenues, two stories
,
Jones,, residence. North High Street, between Central Avenue
and Copper Avenue, 7 rooms
,.
L. H. Ingley, residence, 913 North 2nd Street, 6 rooms
N. Framton, residence, North High Street, B rooms
John T. Snowbrldge, residence, Forrester Place, 6 rooms

HEIGHTS
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000.00
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600.00

3
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600.00
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The verv best investment in the city

50 Beautiful Resident Lots
$25 to $150 Each

Only $10 Down; Balance $5 Month
No Interest. No Taxes.

Remember Wo Will Only Sell SO
Lots at These Prices.

J, 000.00

300.00
900.00
1, 800.00
2,

University Heights Imp. Co.

1,

OFFICE,

Klaw & Erlanger's production of
Edmund Day drama, "The Round-I'p,- "
which Islto open the season at
the New Amsterdam theater,
New
lork. in September, is drawing a capacity audience at every performance at McVicker'g theater In Chicago. The third act of this play created
a sensation at McVicker'a on the
opening night. It represents a battle
between two prospecting miners and
marauding
Apache Indians.
The
miners are rescued by a troop of cavalry scouts In the finale act, led by
Sheriff '"Slim" Hoover, the character
played by Maclyn Arbuckle. Thrilling
realism Is added to this incident by
the presence of genuine Indians, cavalrymen and cowboys from Arizona,
where the scenes of the play are laid.
Florence Rockwell and Julia Dean
act the leading female roles, and both
have made successes In their characters.

when It Is seen In the Astor theater
on next Monday night. "The Build-- I
ers," though a comedy-dram- a
of the
jgreat west, is novel in that it Is without a cowboy, an Indian, a miner, a
desperado and gun play. It seeks to
demonstrate that there Is no such
condition as hard luck; that seemingly Inseparable obstacles may be overcome by sheer hard work, and that
Every fresh view and hearing of
idleness Is a crime and hard work a
Mme. Nazimova In "Comtesse Covirtue.
quette." at the Bijou theater, brings
A well
known grand opera lm- - new admiration for the versatility of
The dramatic strength of "The Man
of the Hour," at the Savoy theater, is pressarlo recently sought an audience that actress, who exhibits an art of
as enchanting as when that play first mm mme. t,iza Bzamosy, wno was graceful comedy In this play that 1"
as was her trag'c
took Its grip upon the public several one of the alternating prima donnas as fine in its way
y
Ibsen drama !.
with Henry W. Savage's "Madame po i r in
months ago.
Butterily" company, and offered her a
guarantee
of 310.000 for next season.
While the past week witnessed the
closing of a number of leading the- Mme. Szamosy shrugged her should- "ME
NEW YORK
ers
laughed.
and
"I could not think
aters in New York for the summer
season, there Is no sign of an abate- of it," said the little Hungarian
ment of Interest in Miss Frances singer. "It costs me 310.000 to live
IDEA" BY
the long sound on the 1) and 1
Starr's magnetic interpretation of (with
. FISKE
be no better off. This season
Juanita in "The Rose of the Rancho," Iwould
live and I send 32. 000 home." Tho
at the Belascn theater, and the at- grand
opera Impressarlo replied that
traction will be on view at least a if
Mrs. Fiske and the Manhattan comshe had lived and sent 127.000
month longer.
home, she'd better stay with Mr. pany, after a long run In New York
will appear at the Elks' opera house,
Guy Standing, who is now leading
Wednesday, May 29, in "The New
man with Alia Nazimova, the Russian
York
a play that tells in satiric
Lillian Russell's tour of the Pacific vein aIdea,"
actress, has been engaged by Klaw &
story of present day New York
Krlanger and Joseph Brooks to play coast in Joseph Brooks' production life In Gotham.
Us autnor Is Lang-do- n
the part of Charlie Steele in Kugene of Kellett Chambers' comedy, "The
Mitchell, who adapted "Becky
Butterfly."
is
proving
remarkably
W. Presbrey's dramatic version of Sir
Sharp" for Mrs. Fiske from ThackeGilbert Parker's novel, "The Right of successful. She will continue to play ray's "Vanity Fair." "The New York
Way," which will be presented in Oc- till June 16th, when her season will Idea" deals with the divorce questober. At the conclusion of his en- end in Detroit. In October next Miss tion. It holds up to ridicule the abgagement with Miss Nazimova, Mr. Russell will begin her second season surd complications that result from
Standing will go to Loudon to play an In dramatic work at the Illinois the- rushing into marriage and rushing
In Chicago, in a new play writout of it through the
important role In a new production. ater by
court.
George Broadhurst and Geo. "Follow your whim (fordivorce
a man) and
While there he will consult with Sir ten
V.
subject
Hobart.
The
play
of this
leave the rest to the divorce court"
Gilbert Parker in reference to his
character In "The Right of Way." will prove a sensational novelty. Sev- is given as the New York Idea. The
The opening date will be In Montreal eral of Its characters will be readily means of handling this question or
by Mr.
on October 7. The production, which recognized as prototypes of men and condition has been found
York, Mitchell In having two couples divorcwill be one of the most conspicuous women well known In New
ed,
by
especially
one
having
race
of
and
habitues
the
of
the divorced
of the coming season, will receive Us
women abou' to marry the divorced
New York premier at a Broadway j track.
husband of the other woman. Judge
theater in November. Other engageMI.Ss Adelaide Fitzallen has Joined
Phillimore has obtained legal separaments for this play are Theodore
Roberts, May Buckley, lie mice Gol- "The Boys of Company B" In the tion from his wife, Vida. Cynthia
has left her husband, John
den Henderson. Paula Gloy, J. Tuch-e- Lyceum theater as leading woman Karslake
in a fit of temper and seAlexander Mearney, Louis L. Hey, for Mr. Arnold. Miss Fitzallen suc- Karslake,
a
divorce
from him. She has
cured
Miguon Ueranger and Henry J. Had-fiel- ceeds Miss Jennie Eustace. The milderided
her first marriage was
that
itary
by
play
Miss Rlda Johnson a
Richard Marsden, the scenic
because it was founded on
Viung Is booked for a summer en- lovefailure
artist, is at work on the scenery.
and she determines that the next
gagement at the Lyceum, although it
will let her head choose.
time
she
"The Prince of Pilsen," which be- will have a change of stars at the end She sees Judge
Phillimore and began its second week at the Academy of this month. Mr. Daly will retire comes
engaged to him. He is tediof Music on Monday night, has been at that time and go to Europe to see ous, ponderous
an old bore, and
and
In every state of the union, in Eng
a new play Mr. Daniel Frohman has
Is a woman blessed with a keen
land and South Africa, and It will for his use next season. When Mr. she
of humor. Is a great lover of
soon be Introduced In France and Daly leaves the cast he will be suc- sense
horses and of sport of all kinds, and
Australia. Ida Stanhope, who plays ceeded by Mr. John Barrymore. has been
ail her life to
the part of the New York girl, was This will be Mr. Barrymore's second follow her.accustomed
own whims and have her
the originator of the "kangaroo time at the head of a company. He own way in all things. She really
gait," affected by the "Gibson girl," starred a season ago In Mr. George loves her former husband, Karslake,
an act which was taught to Camille Ade'a "Just Out of College."
an energetic
New York
Clifford when the latter was playing
lawyer, but she Is piqued and deterDown at Luna Park, where the mined to marry Phillimore. On the
i'ilin tne London engagement or
lights blaze in defiance of the glare of day of her wedding, Cynthia, in dessen."
Broadway, a
attractions peration runs off to the races with a
Tully Marshall. Marion Fairfax. lure the town crowds already. What titled Englishman, and wires her waitCharles D. Clark and Amelia Gard- the season will show here may be ing bridegroom that she will be home
ner will appear In "The Builders," guessed from previous years' tri by nine or ten at the latest and for
him to hold 'he church. She arrives
brain-storm-

I
j

I

y,

d.

half-hundr-

late. Is received with Indignation oy
the scandalized Telatlves of the Judge,
and Is seriously In doubt as to her
wish to marry the ponderous old fellow. Her former husband comes to
the wedding and she feels all her love
for him returning.
She goes so far,
however as to have the ceremony begun, but Interrupts it and leaves the
house. She returns to Karslake. in
Jealous excitement because she believes he has married Vida. But it
Is Gates Darby,
the Englishman,
whom Vida has married ana Cynthia
finds everything at her former home
Just as she had left It even to the
d
chair she had dashed
down when she left the house. Karslake has discovered there was a flaw
In the divorce decree and that they
still are man and wife, and when, afs,
ter a delightful scene of play at
he tells her of this, she
settles down contentedly and happily
with him. The cast supporting Mrs.
Fiske will Include John Mason, Geo,
Arllss. Charles Harbury, Robert V.
Ferguson, Dudley Clinton, Frederick
Kerby, Dudley Dlgges, Charles Terry,
James Morley, Marion Lea, Ida Vernon, Blanche Weaver, Emily Stevens
and Belle JJohn.

MADE

Have bean appointed axclualva agents In the Southwest far Jea. ,
Schlltx, Wm. kemp and St Louis A. B. C. Brewerlee; Yellowstone,
Green River, . H. McBrayar'a Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Man.
arch, and other standard trends of whleklea to numerous ta mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat aell the atraifht article aa received toy as from tie beat laertee.
Distilleries and Breweries In tte United Stat a. Call aad lnaeaet ear
Stock and Prices, or write tor Uluatrated Catalorue and Priee Uat
Issued to dealers only.

A. C. BILICKE

and JOHX

S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
Kew Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbecli Hotel
Loi Angeles,

HIT

"Around the Town," a farcial comCalifornia
edy in three acts, Introducing the
popular comedians, Charles A. MurTour friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and
ray and Ollle Mack, drew a good
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
sized and appreciative audience to
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
the Elks' opera house last night.
Depot and beach line care stop at the Hollenbeck door.
Some little delay was caused by the
troupe being compelled to make the
trip to Albuquerque rrom El Paso in
a freight train, which left the Pass
City about 1:30 yesterday morning,
arriving here at 8:05 o'clock last
OWIOlWIOMSD
night. Just twenty-tiv- e
minutes before
the show was scheduled to start.
Finest Whiskies .;
On account of the deluy and In order to keep the audience from beWines, Brandies, Etc.
coming restless, the curtain was
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
raised and the audience viewed the
process of "setting up" the stags.
Quite a number nad never seen a
AND
West Railroad Avenoe
bare stage before, and the work of I
CLUB
ROOM8
stage
hands in arranging the
the
drops, lights, sides and scenes made
a hit with them, provoking considerable applause,
which seemingly
caused the stage hands to become a
stage
frightened.
little
The performance was .the same
class of rather unsqueamlsh burlesque
comic opera that the aggregation has
been giving to the southwest for the
past many years.
The Jokes were
-Tabout the same and many of the faces
In the chorus were the same.
However, this much may be said, the per- Mexico City and return $10.55, April
afilb to May 18Ui. Limit July 3U
formance last night was far ahead of
Murray & Mack Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit.
the performance
gave to the people of Albuquerque
$68.75; sixty day, $71. 0; season
last summer.
There was a llvely
limit, uec. is in, IS7.45.
splrlt among the performers which Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado And Principal Eastern Points
was commendable, but there wasn't a
Springs and return, $20.76; Pueblo
good voice in the thirty people on the
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
stage.
June 1st tT8ept. 80, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 51, 1907.
On Sale Dally
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $57.50.
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
on sale May 12 to 16, and
Tickets
"Our little boy had eczema for Ave
19th and 20th. Return limit June
years," writes N. A. Adams, HenriJune 1st to Sept. 30th
5 th.
etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors Dickson,
Tenn.,
return,
and
$62.75
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14
being affected.
We then employed
Final limit, June 2d.
via
other doctors but no benefit resulted.
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
By chance we read about electric bitters; bought a bottle and soon noticed Improvement . We continued
this medicine until several bottles
were used, when our boy was completely cured." Best of all blood medicines and body building health tonics
Guaranteed at all druggists. 60c
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Announcement
Having acquired an' Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John StrumquUt will In
future have charge ot the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLKBAL DKALKmB IN

MACK

NO GREAT

Cn.

O. BachacM, Traaawrax.

Consolidated Liquor Company

cross-purpose-
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CURES
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
CHRONIC ULCEUS
R.
HALL. Proprftor '
Iron and Brase Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber
'

3. D. Eakla, President
Q. Gloml Vic President.

over-turne-

AND

ROOM

9, CROMWELL BLD6.
Opposite First National Bank,
AUTOMOBIUK TO TMK PROPERTY

.3565.100.00

nt

j

E, 000.

Frank Ackerman, Forrester Place, two houses, 6 rooms each....
Name withheld bytequest, residence, western part of town, seven

Total

VJay

6.000.00

Company,

umphs. At the start, with Old Probs
doing his best to be a "hoodoo," the
Inrush has been of a kind to make
Frederic Thompson wonder where he
will put the throngs when real Coney
Island weather brings the human tor-tedown from th city's centers.

i

ft. 000. 00

l--

Under

1
UNIVERSITY

1907, by D. K. B. Sellers, Secretary University Heights Improvement Company

Santa Fe Tie Pickling Plant, south of city
V. S. Government and Postoffice Building, 4th and Gold
Santa Fe Y. M. C. A. and Reading Rooms, Central Avenue,
tween 1st and tracks

Garcia Building,
basement 100x100

Now

ings, Pulleys. Grade Bare, Babbit Metal;
Chronic Ulcers are the result of a deeply polluted and foul blood supply.
Fronts for Buildings.
The bloodjs filled with impurities and germs which are beidj constantly!
Itmpmlr mm
mm
Mill Machinery m oaolmltv
fed into the place through the circulation, until all the surrounding flesh 9 Foundry east side Mining
of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. at
becomes diseased and the sore an obstinate and permanent trouble.'
;
red,
CmOfKM!
of
discharge,
an
symptom
suggests
livery
old ulcer
pollution the
the
0CsK3OCOO0000OBU
anry looking flesh, the inflammation and discoloration of surrounding parti,
all show that the ulcer is prevented from healing by the constant drainage
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(To be continued.)
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during
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Ills Men," published in 1S67. In describing a tight at Clasgow,
the Civil war. Major Kdwards mentions two Confederate ofticers, who had
been longing for "an adventure with Shelby's rough riders under the midnight stars and by lonesome roads In sudden hours."
The biographers of
Major Kdwards must not forget to credit him with a graphic expression that
he penned forty years ago. and that is now familiar wherever the Knglith
language Is spoken.
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"Ties with Japan bound tighter at Kuiokl banquet," read a headline,
Huh!
Hadn't noticed that they were knotted any lighter; at least not west
,
of the Rockies.
Shocking a,l ulteralion of Ninoking tobacco v!lli strawh, ar.l
Everyone had wondered what became of all the straw hoard.
The Topeka Capilc Is trying to find the prettle-- t girl
wait until the Sunday editor announces which one wins!
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Being a man of unfailing good nature. Taft may In time forgive
Cox's endorsement of him for the presidency.

Venezuela has paid all her debts good bail Indifferent. There w'.'
now be no need for that Hague conference.
It seems that the president also has to pu.-- h a button to set the wheels
of the attorney general's office going.
The highly respectable capitalists of
liutf ought to be harpooned too.
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Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
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ALBUQUEKQUE

KVENiy,

CTTIZEN.

PACK FTTH.

i

WHAT MARKET AFFORDS
FOR

il

SUNDAY

HAS

AND

ESCAPE FROM MAN

DINNER

MANN

LIHOE-- 1

ALBUOIf EROUF

SOYS' BAND IS

CHILDREN

SIMI Is0000
i Summer School
WHO

MAKI

WIIHJAZOR

Friday Is Poor Day for Fish JacK Rogers Gets Himself In The Musicians Are Showing Roll of Honor of
city Schools
Says Big Salmon in
Aptness-Publ- ic
Serious Trouble While
Concert May
For the Scholastic Year
BlocK of Ice.'
be
Expected
Soon.
Intoxicated.
Just Closed.
The Learnard A I.lnnVmann hovn
At 1 o'clock thin morning
Jack
Rogers, a stranger who has only band and club held a meetlnor and re- been in Albuuueraun since Tueailnv hearsal last night at its hall on West
cut Charles Kossl, the night barten- - "0,a venue, at which meeting it wa
der of the Sturges Cafe, in the ribs decided that the band should give a
concert about the middle of June.
with a razor.
Rogers was very much Intoxicated Tne Program will consist of eight or
and got careless in his manner of ten selections of popular and light
Assisting them will be Dlrec-fospeaking. He called the bartender a PeceW. Kills and several well
name and became generally dls- - ,or
orderly.
Hossl, knowing the man's known local musicians.
The
did not heed his remarks, ee,t wl" De open to the public,
Should the efforts of the boys prove
but came from behind the bar intend- ing to persuade the offender to leave I "uocesstul at the concert, which is in
t,
me premises without trouble.
tney will for- Thel"""1 a puniic
nrunken man was good natured and I niuiote plans for playing at concerts,
Kossi did not expect violence, vet no I dances ,at the parks and elsewhere
sooner did he draw near Kogers I ,l 18 tne ambition of the organlza- wnen the latter drew a razor, and,,on 10
known as the leading boys'
swinging nis arm around, cut through I DU"" 01 tne southwest.
Rossi's clothes, infllctinff
a slluhtl The band was organized about
wound In the ribs. In the scuttle I venr &o by Mr. George Learnard and
Llndemann, with the assistance
which followed Victor Stewart,
other employe of the place, was cutor J W. Ellis, director of the Amer
on the finger by the razor.
I
lcan
Lumber company band.
Rogers
The
was overpowered and his
weapon I chler purpose of the organization
to B've the boys of Albuquerque
taken from him.
Officer Babbitt
pearea on tne scene and took llng-lu- "
uppuriunuy 10 master music.
v hen the band was
I
ers to the lockup.
first organized
wnen seen this morning Rogers! lne memoersnip wag less than ten;
nas twenty members and
saiu ne was a railroad man and thatlnow
his home was In St. Louis. He could I number of applicants.
In talking
not remember the events of last I about the bnnd and club. Mr. Learn- night, but denied that he carried aar". the father of the organization,
razor, ne will be arraigned before I sam :
The boys have' made a wonderful
Police Judge Craig this afternoon at I
5 o'clock.
showing In the past ten months,
Rossi is not suffering much from which proves that our labor- and
his wound and will not need to lay trouble In instructing them have not
vn irom worn tonigni..
been lost.
We had some trouble at
nrst in getting them to attend the re
hearsals, but that is eliminated now.
They are anxious to have three and
WAS IT YOUNG CORfour meetings a week .instead of only

Conor-Rober-

ts

Furniture

will have charge

of the summer school for the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth grade
subjects. Also Spanish. Thli
is a most excellent opportunity
to review these subjects or to
make up any subjects In
which you are deficient.

From the records of th
ii
schools for the year Just closed, have
been compiled the following n.t
pupils who have been
absent
nor tardy for the enth-- neither
vesr:
niilldlng
Central
II lull
Ket.
,
pnrtnieiit,
Special Rates
Alice Schreiber. Frmt
i es, Friday is unlucky.
Some
Evelyn Everitt. Elizabeth vvn. t nJ
people think it Is all superstition that
to those who take up shortlian Kleke. Lester Cooper. Ed lioran
one day should be lucky and another
hand and typewriting or bookErnest Hall. Oliver Peterson
unlucky, but when you come right
it..i
Faber.
down to the facts, you will find that
keeping on the scholarship
Each pupil had 334 chanre
to
rriuay is actually a most unlucky
plan.
Write or call at the Liby
break
the record
uay at least for fish.
nWnre aai
brary building for further Inchances to break the record by tardi"I gather from the piscatorial re
ness, or a total of 66s chances to
formation. Address the
ports that forty times as many lis
break the record.
are devoured on Fridays as on all th
The
of
total
number
cases of tardiother days of the week combined
ness In the High School department
Why is this? I don't wish to become
twenty-fiv- e
number
out
of a possible
involved in an argument on religion
18,03. The tardy gong rings twice
yet I must say that religion has
day and exactly on time.
each
something to do with fish eating.
Orade Ife'knv tin- - HIKh School.
re.pect the Catholic Just as much as
Agnes Chllders, Edith childers,
J do the Protestant
Library Bid?.
I respect all re
Oeorge Fluke. Florence Oustafson,
epectable people still I do wish that
Josephine Hall. Elsie Kempenich,
Albuquerque,
N. M.
some folks would not be so Jealous in
Hazel Maloy, Francis McfSough. Stella Schreiber, Frank Spitz. Neil Wern-inineir Dentin.
Kennth Balcomb. Paul Itleck-ma"I don't deny that a fish Is cold
Frank Ioran. Elmer Kraemer.
blooded.; Why should I deny it? By
Arthur Yanow, Harriet Beck, Dorothy
nature we are so constituted; but
Lydia Kraxbergher, Francis
Carkon,
ao protest against the charge
Kremls, Helen Ward. Manuel Stern, F3.
we are easy, it Is said that tish that
are
William Grimmer. Irene Boldt, Lottie
prone to swallow the bait wholeLempke. Elvlse Stern, Leslie Briggs,
There are suckers In every walk of
First class shoemaker and repair
Ray Coen, Harry Ewers. Jas. Mct'or-ficlire, but remember that not all fish
pr. Just recHved shipment of new
Stanton McCormlck. Roy
are suckers.
Harold Ray, Francis shutTle-barge- r, shoes.
"Another thing. You have heard
Anna Anson.
of fish stories, of course? Perhaps
First Ward.
you nave concocted a few yourself.
Frederick
Luthv. James 'Carter.
Well, I leave it to you whether it Is
Harry
Fournelle. John Seth, Frances GREEN FRONT, 105 North Firsts
a nsn or a human being who Is re
Holllday, Lorena Wells, Dorothy
Kpuusiuje ior inese. In all mv ex
Alma Baldrldge. Bessie Rog
perience up and down the Columbia
ers, uesne
uoioi. Beatrice Mace,
river, I never heard a salmon tell an
Oladys
Hayden, Lillian Buchanan,
l wo.
never hear
untruth. Furthermore,
I
Ryan.
William
Jesus Urlego.
One Hft'flr a n ll T nan mwAaw
I
BEN, OR WAS II NOT?
SitoihI Ward.
affirm that they never chew tobacco
Sophie Nlcklas. Oeorge
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
Slnney,
or drink anything
stronger tha:;
Oeorge Stripe, Anna Wierts, Byro"n drivers In the city. Proprietors of
water.
Wilson, May Llllle. Hermia French, "Sadie,"
the picnic wagon.
"How do you feel so far away from loiuig Man on Train No. 10 IiOoked
Ralph Payton, Earl Roberts, Asqtiel
ery Much I.Ike the
RAMBROOK BROS.
jwur nuuve naunts7
Sandoval, Adolph Welnzirl, Frieda
.
Elghti'i-Ughtwrtirlit
508.
Phone
as well as could be expected
stripe. Martha Stripe. Ruth Payton,
tia John Street
Nellie Rea, Mayme Wells.
inanK you; but that isn't saying
Did "Young Corbett," the
much. I have received the best of
Fourth Want.
Joseph Rosen bach. Harry Davis,
care since I left home. You can see welght champion of the world, pa-s- s
The advance sale for Mrs. Fiske's
Louise
Cecile Cantrel,
Hell.
that my liesh some deny that flwh is through Albuquerque this morning. play, "The
Oladyn
New York Idea," will open Fonts,
or was It his double?
Joseph
uesn is as nrm and of good color.
Schreiber,
Alfred
Aiatson s D00K store at. 8 o clock to
Kempenich.
That Is the question that Is both ai
Rhody.
Shandon
would make a tempting meal for the
sanies ana xuen's Clothing
Emmett
ering a number of local followers of morrow morning.
Hannum, Clarence Fouts, Isabel Ben- ed. Pressed and Repaired. Clean
most lastidlous, would I not?
Men'i
Be
your
sure
secure
son,
to
reserved
.suits made to order. AH work guar
Pearl Wolklng.
When train No. 10 ar
"There is one thing that worries tne nstlc art.
,rs- - Flake, at Matson's book
ior
morning at
me. i acin t line to be cut ud into rived here this
niueeu.
reasonable.
"" tomorrow morning, wnen llie
salmon steak. I vastly prefer being o clock from KI Paso, a ib! imer little sale
1 03 N. rirttt St.
ot
8 o'clock.
ls
opened
8eats
THE
at
got
man
GREEN
off
CARS
and
wal
ked
the
around
uaiteu wnoie. it tne people could
I
According to its usual custom, the
only realize how delicious
and the curio room.
stuffed Alvarado
wny, mere s Young Corbett " ex- - I oiaen kuib ury Ooods comoanv w
baked salmon is they would never
a
any
man.
nave it
ciose its store from 12:30 to 2:S0 d,
ciaimea
local
other way.
JAND THE STORK
Finally one man mustered up cour-- 1 m- for the benefit of its employes
noiu up tnere!
I never
Galvanised Iron Cornice, Tin
's
summer.
tnougnt you would have the nerve to Hue 10 speaK to tne suuiiosed
Sheep-di- p
Tanks. Galvanised
spring that old chestnut on me, 'Did timnipiun,
nu won me ngntweigni
The last regular meeting of the
I ever get weighed
"The green car has made a hit. all water ianks, pipe and Repair Work.
on my own iimiuyiuiisnip irom xerry Mcuovery season of the Woman's club was held
right," said Manager Chadbourne. of
scales.'
indeed! .Sounds like one o and afterwards lost it to Jimmy II this afternoon
th ninw
1- -2
Britt.
the Albuquerque Traction comnanv.
:,,M av.nn.
Murray t .Mack s ancient Jests!"
Went
Th.
I
"Oh, you've got the wrong fellow. wnn uminr th Hiriin,, r,r
'The color seems suitable for sum
w.n
.although my name I comb, the head of the domestic cl- - mer It looks cool and invltinar. Do
ine markets today afford a wide I'm not Corbett
you know that green car has been
unu my nome is in uen-- 1 I ence department
selection for the housewife to choose ver.nuiuweu
" answered the dapper little man
making a record carrying passengers.
surveyors
irom in planning the Sunday dinner.
Several
were
to
work
but
"Why you look as much like Cor this morning by property
I believe there are some people foolNew beets are in, and also carrots
owners
of
bett to be his twin brother," spoke North Second street, surveying
ish enough to let a yellow car so bv
and In the berry line Lognn
the
up the local sport.
to ride on the green one.
are the latest. The average of berries
east side of the street from Copper Just"No.
prices
I don't think it ls the Irish
am
not,
I
replied
Wei,
the avenue to Mountain road, preparataken from the different city markets stranger.
alone
who look with favor on that
jh as ioiiows:
tory
having
to
on
sidewalks
nlaced
car. Odd, Isn't it. that we have onlv
"I don't care," said the local bov. that street.
Meats Beef, 8 to 20 cents; pork 'He's
one green car, and the rest orange?
but don't want to own
id i cents; veal. 10 to 20 cents up to Corbett,
Dividends In the other fellow's
Judge
W.
Frank
Las
It.
Parker,
of
dolmr
It
What's
looks
he
down
to the north
.muf.on, S to 1:14 ctnt..pjrliiW lamb, around El Paso is
Judge of the Third Judicial of Ireland,likebutfavoritism
pocket on the rent you ar
what I would llk Cruces,
was not the in
suth
one side, 75 cents; ham, 15 to 19 to
go
district,
will
to
Socorro on the 2i)th tention of the street car company.
know? Wonder if he's In the rlntr
paying.
cents; sausage, 15 cents; cheese, 1'i again?"
of May to dispose of all motions and
"What's that? Yes. yes. fine! Fine
cents.
everal guests of the Alvurmlo de demurrers. The regular term of the girl: Both doing well, thank you."
A small cash payment and
Vegetables Wax beans, 17 u cents
district
court
for
county
will
Socorro
clared
the
was
little
that
Willfellow
new potatoes, 8 cents; old potatoes,
$20.00 a month will buy a
open on Monday, June 3.
lam
as
Rothwell.
known
better
cents; tomatoes, 20 cents; peas 'Young
house, with bath.
During the last week more than
Corbett."
10 cm is; naiive peas,
12
cents;
COUNTY
250 natives of Mexico have passed BERNALILLO
cents, lettuse, 2'i cents
remain,
through Albuquerque 011 train No. 10,
uiijuiie,
cents;
7 cents;
en route lo the sugar beet fields in
NO PLACE
asparagus, a cents rnubarb,
REALTY CO.,
a bunch: caull- the vicinity of Greeley, Colo.
AcDISTRICT COURT
nower, 10 cents; new beets, 10 cents
cording to Depot Master Fields, No.
K. ELDER, Armljo Building-- .
J.
uuncn.
10 every morning carries an averEOR HOP FIENDS age
Fruits Oranges, 25 cents and up;
of thirty laborers en route to the
bananas, 40 cents; apples, 10 cents a
A notice of anneal to the ten-I- t
beet tields.
pouna; strawberries, two boxes for 2.1
supreme court was filled yesterday by
F. H. Strong, superintendent
tents; blackberries, two boxes for 25
of the counsel for Cregory Page, the
cents; cherries, 25 cents; grape fruit. SO II KNK Y THOMPSON HIT THE Fairview and Santa Barbara ceme Pacific Improvement Co., et al. The
J'IRE H.VniEH THAN OO
teries, has detailed a force of twelve appeal Is from Judge Abbott's decisiv cenis eacn;
30 cents; Lo
TO JAIL.
gan berries, 20 lemons,
men to improve the appearance pf ion, rendered last week In the ca-- e
cents a box.
ea bass, 15 cents; salmon,
ine two places berore Memorial day. of the Gallup Electric Light aril
25 cents; frogs' legs, 2.- cents a dozen.
Henry Thonuison. h. mtiHfflnii. who The graves which have been neg- Power company against Page and his
has been employed at the Sunset sa- - lected will be banked up and new associates.
The
Uallup
Electric
oon
at Old Town reeentlv. niiiivur.wl
will repluce those gone Light and Power compuny brought
SHOEING A HOUSE.
before Judge Crulg at 'the nollce 10 decay.
suit against Page, et al.. for alleged
court this morning, charged with be- decree of separation was granted breach of contract. It was claimed
11 :s something
of a trick tq shoe ng in a disorderly condition on the by A Judge
Ira A. Abbott, of the dis that they entered Into competition
jk,i.-- c
ai an; h is a work of art to streets last night.
Hals Cleaned and Blocked In
. ,
court, today, to (iabina Montoya with the plaintiff after expressly
trict
,
pui'f mm wen.
ie Ch
fro,n
any Style Panamas a Spee agreeing not to enter Into such comShaves.
The work of the horseshoer is liii hi, brin Tas in L"'"'.' fn f
t petition in clallup.
j'tTiani. ins lunction is great. The
cialty
Clothing
steam
d
niiiiency or a Horse depends largely
not appear to answer the charge.
on the manner In which he is shod". drug last night, but
EVERV I
Cleaned and Pressed.
Exwas merely The
custody of two children, a boy EOK VOl' It Sl'MV IUXVEK. IT
If he Is shod badly or unscientltical- - drunk.
He protested that he was
press Orders Attended
to
girl, was given the girl to the J. F. PALMER'S,
I I Its T
N
;.
uueru ieei rignt. Is likelv to unable to free himself of the "hem" and
j
Promptly.
jdine. ana is sure to do his work habit. Thompson has been in Albu- - father, the boy to the mother. Klfego Ql EITE.
Baca
appeared
as
attorney
uerque before and was then ordered
for the
ili. On the other hand, if he is propplaintiff.
ut of town by reason of his unde
erly Khod he is pretty certain
OIMXGKS. ll NAS.
PPI.I K
to give
sirable
a good account of himself. The
habits.
I",
W.
Chief
of
The
C.
Police
lieT.
of Albuquerque GRAPE Fill IT, AT THE MO
Rt II
In addressing
Mlllin.
fulness of a horse depends largelyuse.
the
met
GROCERY
nrisoner
CO.
at
the
Harwood
afterhome
this
&
on
,the condition of his feet and the said: "We don't want you here. You I noon at 2:30 o'clock, and the follow- New arrivals for the wv- Prm.
Phone 580.
l belong In Albuquerque. This is tug program was carried out: Devo
condition of his feet' depends largelv "ll
ray ior nop nendH.
on the way he Is shod.
tional service; temperance song, by sels and velvet carpets. Thirty new
The sort of o inompson
given the nrefer- - the Harwood girls; paper by Miss patterns of rockers to select from at
shoeing that is wholly right for
one nce of going was
to Jail for thirty days
horse is wholly wrong for another
Blood; recitation by Miss Bar- t unciie rurniture emporium.
tne city by 12 o'clock to Cora
horse. What is one horse's jneut In ny.leaving
rett; hong by Mary and Lot a LearnHe said he would leave and ing;
LOOK MIGIirv
"l Mlllt ICE CHEW AND
the matter of shoes Is another horse's
recitation by Beatrice Hill; paper
ever come back.
CANDV
poison.
AT ftOFPS.
by Mrs. Learning, on "Temperance IX THE NEW IMON IEVr
CORNER
V" --"7
The need for the exercise of the
gold.
Music;" recitation by Miss Helle
avu
cot
Riir
itAiLitninaxi
I'oMoftioe
A
THEM
TRIAL CK1H It.
keenest judgment In the busiiH-sFranklin: xong by Harwood girls;
SAl E MONEY.
of
The
postottlce
at
Mohuve
Basin.
horseboeing Is constant and great. county, Ariz.,
reading by Mrs. Haines; music.
has been discontinued
With common sense the horseshoer
Preparations are being made for
nd the mail now goes to Hack- ouplit to combine scientific
knowlthe BernaJIUo county teachers' inerry.
edge, quick perceptions and careful
stitute, which will be held in Albutraining.
If you own a horse t.y
querque from August 5 to 17.
Ortler your m-- suit
this week
Smith & Frank. 315 West Copper,
.
A. B. Stroup, superintendent
Mip
the
Ten
I
off
rM
at
dlwrg
next time he needs a shoe.
of county schools, wishes to be furlUtriK'it liiiilding.
nished with the names and addresses
of all persons who expect to attend
the institute in order to arrange for
their accommodation
here.
It is
Fitnch Diy and Sleam Cleaning. Wt Guarantee not lo Shrink ot Fade
hoped tu make this Institute productive of much that is helpful ai:d
the most Delicate vf Ladies Garments,
needful to the teachers, and with
this end In view an Interesting program of wide scope Is under
e Make a Specially of Cleaning, Pressing anil Repairing
nay,

de

Willow
Mrs.C 0.

'Pardon me every dog ha
hi
so the proverb runs, yet that
isn t all. Fish have their day, also,
and that day In Friday." said the bl
pink salmon, who was reclining com
fortably on a block of Ice at the mar

High-Gra-

-

We have Just received a
splendid variety of these
rellahle willow goods in
Chairs.
Rockers, Settees
and Tables In natural finish.
Com

w.n..

ul

in and see them on

our floor.

Our Prices Arc the Lowest

try-ou-

ALBERT FABER9 Q

Albuquerque

Business College

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Staab Building

an-Mr- s-

ap-w- as

MATTEUCCI

Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil

The Champion Grocery Co.

n.

Highland Livery

MATTETCCI BROS.
W. TUerM Are.
Phoa

622-62- 4

UT

13

THU

Grocerij, Meats,

'

k.

-

A

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

g.

n.

THESE ARE

TOWN

t-

.

CARRIAGE

Morelli, the Tailor

C- -

1

ay,

BUYING BAYS

Easy Terms

and
Do you Intend buying , vehicle to enjoy the
iiiramtr monthaT If you
do don't po8 us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good etylee within the range of modest Incomes.

ex-i"-

Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

1

208

,V

Low Prices

---- -.

Allen

Sr.

-

West Gold

Albuquerque Carriage
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

--

H

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o

j

j

Where to Dine WeU

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

The Albuquerque

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . .

head-boar-

lll;

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

1

Hatters

Co.

Corner First and Tijeras Road.

10 per cent.

-.

SL

,

C.

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

1

Corner

3rd St. Gold Ave.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

00O00000O0O00(

.

-

lll;s

tit.
.ii;

wir

s

HENRY'S'

Pro-feses-

lli-os-

QJlrauinij anil JJmssmg Jflorka

UPHOLSTERING

ft

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES
TEMPLE

LODGE

Good, Culled for and Delivered.

WILL ENTERTAIN
ict-1-

t

Temple
.No.
Ancient. Free
ami Accepted Masons, the Alhuuuer- que lodge, will filve u reception on
next Tuelay evening at the hall 011
north Third street to the wives, sisters, mothers ami relatives of al)
members. All v:slitng member are
specially invited to attend.
ine committees having in charge
Ihe reception are ns follows:
arrangement
iienei.il
Frank H.
Strong, c. o. Cushman, Harrv Kraun,
Arthur Everitt. P. i. Cornish, E. L.
.Me. Her. A. li. McMillen.
Music and program
into Hahn.
'Charles A. Wright, Harry Dullard, T.
j. .Maynard.
Reception James H. Wroth. W. li.
Hahn. J. F. Pear. e, A. J. Maloy, John
Horiadaile and Frank McKee
Refreshments
Paul Teutsch. O.
Jaffa, Clifton O. Young.
(jeneral Entertainment J. A. Miller. J. W. Elder. Iavl l Stewart, Ueo.
Clifford.
Cigars and lunch L. II. Chamber-ll- n
and J. C. Ferger.

Of SAW0

'Out

c

Tou n Orders Ca en Prompt Attention

MRS.
ROSE HENRY
ut

mist save
SOUL

nut

KlEFnOkE

yjlbuquerque,

410

5etv

SlTexico

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the caret leas
and the worries fewt.
TOU

MXB

FLY"

Expert From Eastern Factories!

Reyff Sl Dowdell
216

N.

Second

IXIOX

I'll- liWSVS
M

ll

MEAT M4RKET,

207 WEST

t.Ol.ll.
UXE OF NATIVE AND
CI "Y
MEATS,
FREhll
ltl l).
s

oc

coocoo

TIrea4er

216

1--

2

South Second

Opens Saturday Evening at 6:30
First Class
Moving Pictures,
Illustrated Songs and Slides.
Up-To-D-

-

-

lO CENTS

SCREENS

SUPERIOR
PLVNING MTLXj
SEE OUR NEW 11HICK liUILDLNO

XO0OtXeK)s0OfKeX

J.IN C.NATIVE
BALDRIDGE
AND CHICAGO

OEALE
S

PAINT

LUMBER

Covers more,

looks best wears
th longest, most economical; full measure
ays
PAPER-AlwBUILDINO
ria'eter. Lime. Cement
in stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.

FOIST 8TKEET AXD CO.

AVE.

AUiryiKKgn:,

NEW MEX.

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US;

ate

ADMISSION"

IN TOCTl HOME

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at trices that rl.r.
eastern-mad- e
screen floors In both trtr,rth and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents
per foot at the

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

ooooooccoc oco cooc

TELEPHONE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

,

c

A

The
telephone
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home,

BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

:i2 NORTH SECOND ST
'

n

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

M

of the law hove Into sight.
"If that Is all." "I sugg-ste- d
"we will wait

If
"And." continued
weren't bad form."
proI
"That wouldn't deter me.
tested boldly.
"And too conspicuous.'
(
"There are other places rising and
"And." finished Kitty,
easy.'
putting up her sunshade, I "too
demanded,
"What's too easy?"
coldly.
"The wav vou walk Into the stlrky
flv paper."' laughed Kitty. glancing
back at me over the edge of her
t
parasol.

WA

It

MATRIMONY

mi day, mat

CITIZEN.

What

esgsrly.

Kitty, firmly,

FIRvST AIDS TO

EVENING

21,

iskt.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Jt A

F AT

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

capital and surplus, $100,000
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Helen Kowlaml In Kn
aid
"Isn't the lnw a funny thing?"
Klttv, glunrlng speculatively nt the
Imck of r fat p n k policeman. J"t
ltsatlearlng round n bend In the
ath.
Perhaps." I ncre.ll, n I casually.
the way toward a secluded bench,
In a pecluded corner, "unless you Imp-pe- n
tn break It. or to run up .1ralnt
"
it, or try to get around It. or
"The Idea." exclaimed Kitty scornfully, as she nank Into one corner of
frowned coldly at an
the bencholdandgentleman
who occupied
Innocent
corner,
"of taxing things
the other
Jlks dogs and bachelors!"
"The Idea," I returned, supplementand
ing Kitty's glance of disapproval
Inwardly wondering why old gentlemen are permitted to walk In the
public parks at all. much less to take
most
the best seats In the
In
places. "Is perfectly plain
bolh cafes. Besides." I added generpay
to
expect
should
man
ously, "a
for his privileges."
Kitty swept me with a chilling
glance.
"I suppose." she sugegsted. It
to diwcourage them." dogs." I cor"To discourage the
rected, "and to encourage the bachelors."
"What!"
Bv making single life an expensive privilege," I explained. "Anything Is more appreciated when you
with
have to pay for it. The trouble easy.
matrimony la that It's too
Why," 1 continued, waxing dramatic,
"all" a chap has to do is to say 'I
and
take this woman to be my wife,'
anything
he's got her. There IsnJt
le worth having that you can get
that easily."
with
"That's so." acquiesced Kittyputting
sigh. "It's easier than
amoney
she added
In bank. ' But."
thoughtfully, digging the point of her
walk,
gravel
the
into
sunshade
silk
"the difficult part comes afterward."
always
the
"Yes," J agreed, "that's
r with anything you get cheap.
You pay for it many times over after
vou ve got Jt on your nanus.
I added complatnlngly, "there
acquiring
In
Isn't any excitement
t.methlnir which you can have for tue
And it's be
a.Ins: even a wife.
cause It's hard to keep single that
Mr. Curtis.'
"I beg your pardon.
" I . caugnt a giancei
"Er . that
- s eye
maae
me i
Kitty
tnac
from

gestlon to force him Into matrimony
And If there's anything that will give
"
n chap cold feet

"What!"

"A reaction," I corrected, "or a
distaste
for doing something. It's
knowing that It's expected of him."
"Oh. well," sighed Kitty, with a
vicious little dig of her parasol. "1
suppose they do It because they are
sentimental and remember how "it was
when they Were young and
"If they do," I asserted vehemently, "they ought to remember that
what they needed was not encouragement, but discouragement.
It's a
young man
mighty unsophisticated
snares
of a
dodge
the
won't
who
sympathetic public and the traps of a
"
managing mamma"What kind of a mamma, Mr. Curtis?"
"The kind." I explained, "that
keeps the house full of window seats
and cozy corners and "low lights and
music and always sends the family
out of the room when you arrive and
then disappears herself, after giving
you a brief Inventory of her daughter's domestic accomplishments and
"Yes." broke In Kitty." It's always
the orphan girl with the cruel guar
dian who marries the moment she
escapes from the convent, while the
girl with the accommodating parents
crowsfeet
is sitting round acquiring
waiting for an offer."
people,"
I added,
two
"And It's
"who are under age and unsuitable
and whom the whole family are trying to tear apart, who are willing to
face poverty and dragons for one another, never the two who are thrown
at each other's heads. What, this
country needs is not a bachelor tax.
nor more laws for the protection of
matrimony, but a few don'ts for lovers, a few difficulties and obstacles
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?iUe,vmany baCh"r

'r.h!"
her mut.la- tlon of the park path with the point
"But," she
parasol.
of the red silk
protected, "Just because the law en
courages matrimony"Oh. it isn't only the law that en- courages It." I broke in hastily. "TheIT
KVPPVV.a1..
nnrnniJlr
bodv is against a chap I mean that
"
awkwardly.
paused
I
is er er

,

I

"Like the Iron barred windows, behind which Spanish maidens are
kept!" cried Kitty enthusiastically.
"Or a new law making the price
of marriage licenses higher than the
finished triprice of automobiles,"-umphantly. "If a mart had to pay as
much for a wife as he does for an
automobile, and to answer as many
questions and give as many references
to prove that he could run one before
taking her out of the garage I mean
we'd be as enthe parental home
thusiastic about marrying as w are
about automoblllng. It's human na- ,u value anything at the price

nabnayf their
Mrs
car
-had to meal their
of
away
en

,..,

You mignt negin an over again,

wedging myself In between Kitty and
tn superfluous old gentleman. "Just
look w hat happens the moment twol
interneoule begin to take a
est In one another."
What does happen. Mr. Curtis?" f
Kitty leaned forward. wUh her hands
clasped on her parasol and an Inscrutable look of challenge beneath her
lowered lashes.
Just then the old gentleman rose
and casually sauntered oft down the
path
...
. .
--inai nappens: vi saiu u iluintinoiu- Iv. nodding toward the receding fig- aira nf 4Ha riannntlnr Xemesis.
Klttv blushed and transferred
rm
tn h hrnnphM of the tree
Above us.
"Everybody." I continued grumbl-Ingl'"gets out of the way when the
two ai.Ktar. Everybody grows sud
denly blind and deaf and dumb when
If the
thev are around. It's Juxt toas put
up!
public had tacitly agreed
game to Inveigle a man into com- -sugjnittlng himself or to use mental
ca.-rua-

y,

1

t retorted
.,

',---

l..

d

at the risk
ry them
necks. I'll tell sou what l d do n
power.
I d establish a lew
I had the
matrimony., that would
first a4ds to
.
ar
i
"
m
"
"1 '"TJi
ncagc r
wan
broke lh
.
"
Put a tax on kiss.
Kitty tauntingly.

-

ii

wive-an-

I

kl-h-

"and ,make It al
tn he

""
the
tor him to be ?o'nd caMing at a
girl s house after id o ciock
e
"And a petty crime for him to becaugnt prop., us
"
Or suoonlng on the beach
"
"Or in a hammock
finished
Or on a park bench," through
with a slv glance up
' aha
at.
h
meshe,
the
cipher

.Bu

atriPKpn

Cur- you VI '7.
time ...v.r.i paid ail your

mu

the
tis. by :r
fines.
"Oh. well, l returned nunriuiiuin- ii earn mem.
iv
for instance, i a i a mtui
the the kiss the first tax.
gaz
irA tn think." sighed Kitty,
the branching thoughtfully through might
do it
es above her. "that you
for nothing,
,.)nat-It the pai k policeman weren't
looking, sue added, ns that minion
Tv

I
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Blind but Re- pairs Old Clocks

C

o.

Armcf.i:

(Kansas City Star.)
Charles Walters, who lives nt 1048
Argentine boulevard. Armourdale. is
an exi'i't clock repairer, ulthough he
is totally blind.
from the
Mr. Walters graduated
Kansas state Institution for the blind
1s
repairing
ago.
Clock
twelve years
not taught In that school. Mr. Walters learned it shortly after he graduated and has wince been engaged In
the business. He took a course in
piano tuning In the state institution
and he still does some of this work.
Success In tuning musical Instruments
depends almost entirely on the ears,
and the eves are not an Important
factor. Manv blind people follow this
profession. Mr. Walters takes the
more pride In his clock repairing,
because few blind people have attained success tn this line of work.
It Is Interesting to watch Mr. Walters repair a clock. As he takes It
to pieces he does not pluce the
order bewheels and other parts InImagine
he
fore him. as one might togetner on
piled
would. They are
putting
begins
he
when
table,
but
the
the dock together he has no diffi
culty In finding the parts as he wants
them. When he picks up the wheels
and other delicate parts and adjusts
it seems
them without any hesitation by
Intul- as though he works largely
UO"Ko. I can't fix a watch," said Mr.
,a limit
Walters. "There Is, of course parts
of
to the sense of touch. The
and dedicate that
a watch are so small
they cannot be adjusted without the
use of eveslght. In most ca.s the
eves must be supplemented by a mag
nifvinir inn.
But I can fix any
clock that's made.
eyeI have felt that If I had my
sight that I would rather be an ex
pert Jeweler ana waicn lepani
Hiiythlng else. Since I was a small
boy I have had a special fondness- tor
taking Intricate machinery apart and
putting it together again. Now. when
1 have no clocks to fix and am lonesome for something to do, I will gon
clocks i have
out one of the old apart
and put it
hand and take it
back together, just for the pleasure
I find In the work."
-

Thought and Digestion.
man has said. "Circulation there should be even an Indifference
follows attention." That is. whenever to food the food taken under snich
would not, and could
there Is tieed for the activity of any circumstances
not. be properly digested.
function, the organ which performs
Huppnse a man returning from a
that function receives nn increased long walk, greeted at the door by the
How of blood.
For instance, a man odors of fragrant viands, is a few mohas taken a long walk, and arrives ments later handed a telegram Inhome tired and ravenously hungry. forming him of the sudden death of
What happens then?
As he enters the house he catches his only son.
the aroma of cooking food.
What At ones there Is a profound change
happens? Why, to use a vernacular In the circulation. The blood, which
phrase, "his mouth waters." The at- was a nvmeiit previously massed at
tention is directed to the desire for the stomach and other organs of dieating, and the organs engaged In gestion, ail ready to take care of tne
eating and digestion at once begin meal, is at wice "switched off" to the
to gel a greatly Increased supply of brain,.
blood.
It is out of the blood that
of all ths- fit tors that affect good
these digestive fluids by which each nutrition, the most Important Is that
organ accomplishes Its special part we keep our mtmls right. We must
In the work of digestion. The salivary not eat whetv w are hurried, excitglands, for instance, pour out saliva, ed, angry, grieved, anxious, worried
and so the hungry man "waters at or shocked; for foxi at such times
the mouth." The gastric Juice begins will do us only harm will perhaps
to flow, the pancreas and liver "get send us with indeni"otis promptitude
ready" and the entire digestive sys- to "that bourne from which no travtem is prepared' to take care of food. eler returns." Food taken under
such conditions will not digest; but
Thus the mind governs the body.
The point of greatest importance Is ill promptly begin to decompose,
forming poisons that will produce any
only
that these fluids are poured out
w hen the mental condition Is right
one or more of a numberlesw multiwhen there is In the mind a desire tude of symptoms, ranging from, simfor food. If there should be any feel- ple headache to death1 from heart
ing of disinclination
for food if fuHure.

With Amp

)
Kultwrlue
Dow n on his
knees the
should go who wishes to gutn the
promise tf the hart and hand of the
Khi to whom he is proposing mar
riage. Tht should be a lovers hum-l- e
attitudit If he really wishes to win
her. n hi secret heart the man may
be rar from meeK. ana sunmisBive.
Yet if he would be succeswful let him
be as the proverbial wtsrm In the
low-bend-

dUHt.
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Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts- - Capital. $160. 000. 00.

life-givin-

ng

g,

lueRiTbboii
The Beer of Quality

every
the most nourishing of all beers because it contains
malt
and
the
of
nutriment
wholesome
healthful,
particle of the
made.
is
which
it
from
hops
of
the
properties
tonic
all the
Malting Process follows natureby
The Pabst Eight-Da- y
slowly transforming the substance of the barley into pure,
nutritious food. The quality of the materials used and the Pabst
method of brewing make Pabst Blue Ribbon not only pure
beer but a healthful,
"liquid bread." Drink Pabst Blue Ribbon, and you put
health and strength into your system.
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muscle-buildin- g,

tissue-buildin- g,

?!

life-givin-

g,

When ordering beer, ask for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

at Milwaukee
Made by Pabst
Brewery.
only
at the

And bottled
U6I18

Krne.it Meyers & Co.,
W. Silvor Ave.. Alb urTrq.u 3.

Phone

125.
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and
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, SoloGeo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell.
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FRANK ItcKKB
R. A. FROST
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Is the fashion in whish she wish-

ed the proposal to come. Few of
them do admit It, but it Is so, nevertheless.
Most of the women on receiving a
a proposal of marriage from a man
on his knees would, to be sure, laugh
him to scorn, tell htm he was a silly
fellow, and Insist that he Instantly
get up and cease making himself ridiculous. But the girl thus receiving
an offer of marriage In her Innermost heart rejoices, for no matter
wooer may
how ugly and stupid-th- e
be. she knows he is the lover of her
girllsfi dreams.
She
Every woman Is romantic.
may pretend she Is not. but the prim
romp-Adastaid prude and the rollicking,
ng hoyden are both as sentimental
beneath thefr exterior as the girl
wni frankly acknowledges that she
loves ti be wooed.
Whetv the youth finally does come
a wooing she is usually gratetui no
matter ui what form he may ask
But If he really desires
Will ytra?
to be aw adorable hero In her eyes
let him go down, down down upon
his bemril knees.

u.
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ttrmtronr
$500,00a.M
$2B0.0OO.t

Autnortied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit
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NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

for Atchltoa, Topeki

A

Saeta Ft Railway Company
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An Essential Thing
And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
Recognizing this reofficers.
sponsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

this amount the bondsmen will have
The balance, it
to nay but t922.7.
is claimed, is due Knaebel from the
county.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

The graduation exercises of the
Santa Fe high school will be held
Friday evening at the high school
hall. Aside from the commencement
address by Prof. J. E. Clark, territorial superintendent of public instruction, and the presentation of 'diplomas by lion. T. B. Catron, presi- de-i- l
o the board of education, the
program will consist largely of musiShakespeare's
"As
cal
You U'U.-- it" will be given Thursday
by the graduating class.
The Kplscopalians of Raton have
purchased a lot 60x8 3 feet, located
i
slni-arti:otrrntulsliiU!.
of
at the northeast corner of North
Fourth street and Clark avenue, on
conwell
which it is planned to erect a church,
(JoiUctte.
a
known
D.
J.
Range. Ulhcu
tractor of Shawnee. Okln.. arrived In says the Raton
it is understood, has promised
Mr. Cioulhftte
Santa F jwterday.
a certain amount
erecting
securing
his aid in
Is to superintend the work of
fund,
the two new buildings for the Indian of money toward the building locally.
Su and with what carl be raised
training- school near Santa le.
It Is believed that quite a substantial
perintendent Uoollette wa, an
of the caDltal school about ten structure can be erected.
Jones
year ajro, when Thomas
wasj
An automobile appeared on the
superintendent mere.
streets of Ueming Vst Tuesday and
has
been keeping them warm ever
K. IL FerKUou. believed to be one since, says the Ueming Headlight. It
of the most clever bogus check artists is the property or one or our most
In the southwest, was arrested recententerprising merchants, Mr. HV Nnrd- ly In Nvada.
When placed on trial haus. It la a "lleo mane or tne oesi
io
ana
guilty
was
sentenced
found
he
tvne and runs like a top. Mr. John
a good term in tne .evana penneii- - liurnslde, of Silver City, an experi
came down to
tiatfjr. Ferguson did a little work or enced automoblllst,
checek line In Albuquer start It off. Mr. Nordhaus Is to be
the
name
ago.
under
year
a
the
que about
commended In his action In thus
oof J. F. Wilson; men proceeaeu io brtiiKtnK the first automobile to Dem- other parts, leaving I" hi wake a line lug. and we trust that he will let u
all ride.
of victims.
of educa
A committee of the bnaj-Charged with the einber.zlement of
funds aitureKatinir S1.000 from the tion of Santa Fe held a meetln Mon
government while serving as posuuas day afternoon and prepared a list of
te-of Anderson, Indian Territory
teachers for the ensuing term, mere
vvmium I! Howe was arrested at will be but few chwiges, aa moat of
were recom
Mar. the present teachers
iriausoii bv Ueouty United States
Wit!
slial Harry Forbes. He as working mended for
I
In one of the mines, and when con
the closing of the schools Friday five
present
denttd
first
at
tettcners
officer
win retire
of the
fronted bv the
He Principal
W. K. Harrison will as
his tdently, but later confessed.
New Mex
aeieed to return to Anderson with- - sume he presidency of the
ot rtxiuUli .hi iiancri
ico normal at fciast uw v egas, ana ne
u
nis new posi- will be accompttiuea
hy Miss Beatrice Hach and Mis
Three davs In jail and costs of the ,i
limtu-court proceedings is what Klleti F. Daniels, two of the other re
Navajo Jim had to pay tor purioui - tiring teachers..
im committee aiso
Ing a bridle, bit and a quirt from the recommended to have Superintenden
principal of the
urnue
a
as
Scorse,
act
A.
and
Wood
J.
store of H. H.
tne High school Instead of employing a
from Wetzler s. last week, says puy
hiah salaried man tor mat place. tu
Holbrook Argus. Jim wanted to
In tine, hut lus nonor iiniugni uuee perliiteiidenl Wood will have two a
more
a
last
days In Jail would make
sistants.
neu i
ing Impression on nun.
S100 Reward, 1100.
Slierilt Williams let him go at the
hours he Tha raaOura of this Daoer will be pleas
end of his seventy-tw- o
it toward the reservation ed to leara that there is at least on
dreaded disease that science has been
and has nol been seen since.
able to cure in an us siagea, anaIs mm
ths
Hall s Catarrh Cure
Is Catarrh.
Tlu- members of the local lodge of only
cure now known to the
arrangements well under medicalpositive
F.Ik
fraternity. Catarrh being a
way I iv the ceremonies in connection
disease, requires a constituCatarrh Cure Is
dedication of the Klks' Hall. tional treatment. Hall's directly
with
upon the
acting
Independent.
internally,
lbtaken
sas building
Silver City
of the sysmucous
surfaces
and
com
blood
nearly
rapidly
Is
Th
foundation
destroying
the
thereby
tem,
pletion and the lodge will take pos- of the disease, and giving the patient
session ii;as soon as the furniture strength by building up the constitution
which ha.- - been shipped, is in place. and assisting nature tn doing Us work.
The dedicatory ceremonies will take The proprietors have so much faith in Us
they offer One
place !!! io the month of June. curative powers that any
case that it
Uollars for
Uimi-u'J. l.euny. oi Kuion.Ii Hundred
Send
list of testicure.
for
to
tails
present
d
he
al
sui
is exi i li
to
Address:
monials.
lime.
F. J. CHKNKV & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by DrugKlsts. 75c.
county
At a session of the Santa Fe
Take Hall s Family l"lls for constlpa
held .Monday
board of coniniir-.-ioi.e- r
was ei - THE COI.OU.UM
1110NAb CO.
ut Santa Fe. a linal
,I Fi; ASM HAXCi: SOCIETY.
fected ill regard to the shortage nf
company.
.
'An old line'' insurance
former County Treasurer
solid, conserva.
Jv uiebel. who embezzled funds of the with ample capital,
i. live. progrive. Write liberal concounty uinountmg to ) S.z I. b.
Muller, the tracts of Insurance and Investment
I;. Catron and
Fred
bondsmen of the defaulting treasurer, I'rewitt & frewltt, Managers, Com
have paid Inns, the county treasury merclal Club building.
1 ".mill, leaving'u balance of I3.2al.ci
for the payment of which a satisfaclilIT.U MjNCIl AT VANXS
t has been iituJe. Of NEW EOUXTAl.N.
tory ut i nr.

ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO.; INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

k.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

em-nlo-

Dr. Liebig, the famous German Chemist, says that
beer is "liquid bread." By this he means thatbeer
health-sustainiqualities.
is a food full of
The value of beer as a food is. becoming; well
known, and it is now used by many who have
hitherto looked upon it as a.beverage, only;.
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Ken-drlc-

I

Facllltla.
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fellow-traveler-

h.

Mana and Unaurpasu
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MOW SHOULD
MEN PROPOSE,?

oooooooooooooo
this
(By

'

ask

00CsbV300000CKCM.

There is not a woman living who
loes not waive a man to aisk her to
become hls5 wife in tills abused man
ner. ro has every woman mnce
days that Ev plucked flowers In the
garden of Edn. and slyly watching
out of the corner of her eyes.
wondered why he dlrfn't hurry and;
get: down on hi marrow bon.
It dos not make any difference
w hihpr-"- h
nbiect woed is vouns.
A Fable.)
middle-age- d
pass,
to
maid or a
old
came
It
bvgoneT
times
or'
In
savage or
widow.
A tail Glnvffe and a dwarfish Ass,
s,
tlrst
side and side.
whether she is receiving her twenAs
or her
Were Jogging through a country wide declaration of marriage confesHed.
smile
the
receiver
the
to
Inclined
was
it
much
Ass
The
truth shf would liuve Co admit that
At his companion's awkward style;
His great lung legs to criticise.
surprise:
express
hisneck
And at
In short, to spar no cruel hit
Whereby he might display his wit.
moved the region
But, as th-- y
throuwli.
The vegetation scarcer grew,
ground
dull upon the- - sterile
But little else than stopes were found.
And only on Hie? tallest trees
The shlnniim' of cattle out! of Dem-- I
Orew aught that could their hunger
Irnr has beeji resumed and I.OiiO' head
ease.
more nave gone
And there, with' famine worn away.
ine nmu, immr
w ho have Hold this week ace: Wllsou
The hungry As was forced to stay.
fruit
eat
the
Bros., .Hurry Whitehall. J. J. Jacob- And watch his comrade
A dozen feet abiwe the root.
son, tieo. waiKins, 10m mjji ana u.
more I'll Uitrksdale. Hall and Wllsaii bougnt
"Ah me!" he crunl, "c
chaff,
the cuttle. Some trouble Isj Owing ex
Iangn!
figure
your
and
neck
at
perienced In securing curs tor shipNor
ping.
In truth, I find now, after a!I.
I'd give my ears to be as talK"
Cox,
In
Nicholas.
St.
Palmer
The many friends of A. A. Nelson,
of Santa lti'a. will be fctfrprtsed to
hear of his marriage.. Mr. Nelson and
Mrs. Char'lotie Falk were Joined in
:15th:
matrimonv at El Vt.soi Am-Ithey are now residing. t Santa Kita.
hi.
friends
to
fciiled
take
Mr. Xelwiii
ms matriinto his confidence an to
monial Intentions, aad sliH-- t his reis
the recipient
turn with his bride
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INTEREST
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

bds

and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

They Keep the Flies Out
RIO

"OLD RELIABLE."

)

Marqutt

ESTABLISHED

1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrie

the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
'

RAILROAD AVENUE.

O

;svxw

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

1

je.-iu--

CO.

L. B. PUTNEY

-i

.

LUMBER

Coritmr Third mmd

hut-foot-

.

GRANDE

Lumber

Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkate

First and Marquette

Mm

Alfeuqtwrque, New Mextcs

;
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FRIDAY. MAY 21, 1007.

WILLIES

WEARY

Direct From
The Orient

0Wm

100

20c per yd. up.
W.V.FutrelleFiirnitureCo

SELL

MAY

COURWIAL

SENDS

DEATH VALLEY

SOLDIER UP FOR

MI

FIFTY YEARS

San Francisco Capitalists Private Knowles Will Pay
Dearly for Assaulting
Prospective Purchasers.
Captain Macklln.
Journey Begins.
San Bernardino, May

"Death

24.

VnJIey Sootty" has again started for
that mysterious mine In Death Valley
with a party of prospective purchasers, who are proceeding on the theory
that the wealth which "Scotty" hail
bettri scattering with such a lavish

hand for the past few years has come
from rich ore from this mine.
It will be remembered that once
before "Scotty" and his friend Bill
Keyes and others, with a number of
eastern experts, started for the far- famed mine after elaborate prepara-- 1
tiuns. But the journey was never
completed. The party was ambushed
in. Windy Gap and Scotty'a brother
received a bullet through his leg.
Word came from the desert this
morning that Scotty has again undertaken to pilot prospective purchasers
to his hole in the ground, this time
starting from Rhyolite. At Rhyollte,
Scotty met an old friend, J. Jones, a
contractor. Jones took Louis Schloss,
of Goldtield and San Francisco, In on
a deal, to visit Scotty"s mine with a
view of purchasing the same, and tf
there are no more ambuscades, mining men consider that the time has
arrived for Scotty to make a show
down.
Scotty appears to be acting Iri good
faith. He put his wife on a train
and shipped her east, and mounting
the high seat of his wagon with a
and his Winbrace of
chester and Jones beside him, the
start for Death Valley was made.
Scotty would; not say where he was
going or how long he Would be on
the road.
The outfit consists of five mules
and a heavy buckboard well loaded
with sacks and boxes. The plan Is
to get samples and make maps of
Scotty's mine, and if the property
proves to be as represented,
Jones
and Schloss will pay Scotty's price.
Whether Scotty has a rich mine or
not has never been ascertained for a
certainty. That he has claims there
Is no douBt, as the
location papers
are on file In the San Bernardino
county rmoorder'o trffloe.Mine or no mine. Scotty has a
source of an unlimited supply of
money, and it isn't from a hot air
bank either.

S

To Chicken "ixiers.
Mausard's - Mills are se'"ng good
wheat at Sl.oO per 100 lbs.

JOINED THE ARMY TO
ESCAPE THE PEN

1

May 24. Fred
Colo..
Trinidad.
Lewis, of this city. In order to escape
punishment for forgery, adopted a
novel means of appeasing the wrath

of the prosecuting witness and escaped going to prison by Joining the
regular army.
Lewis has been in
trouble on different occasions, but
heretofore Influential
friends succeeded in making a settlement with
the complainants and the matter was
dropped.
For the last offense, however, he was arrested and thrown
jail
into
and the prosecution would
agree to no settlement except that
he go to Canon City or to some place
that would Insure his permanent absence from Trinidad. His friends hit
upon the novel idea of having him
join the regular army. The prosecuting witness and the district attorney agreed to this and he Is now on
his way to Fort Leavenworth.

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

.

SPRING AILMENTS,
a
.v
A man and a house need the aamt
thing in spring a food cleaning out. A
certain amount of

.

impurities have
gathered in both
during the winter.
I am no authority
for honse cleaning. So far as the
man is concerned
Cooper's
New
Discovery taken
for two weeks will
bring the desired
I result.
It will

V7

positively do

these three things
cleaa out the
stomach and bow.
els, tone up the system generally, and
bring back the snap to body and mind
that now seem dull and worn out.
Try it and tee if yon won't be aa
pleated as Mr. Hull, whoa letter I
quote below:
"I suffered a general breaking down
cf the tyttem. Had no appetite, poor
digestion and was constipated. I lost
ambition and took no interest in anything. Nothing I could do seemed to
give me relief until upon a friend 'a ao
vice I began to use Cooper's New Discovery. It helped me from tb atart.
Now I am able to do aa much work aa
the next one and I enjoy it. I have a
hearty appetite and am stronger and
better every way. Your New Ditcov.
cry medicine ia certainly the best tonic
and tyttem builder I have ever
known." A. W. Hull, 142 Porter St.,
MB. A. W.

IVU.

Detroit, Mich.

These are the famous medicines
with which Mr. Cooper recently created such a atir io Chicago. Ilia
Omonstrationa ther, attracted wide

attention

W

are agents.

THE J. H. O'RIEUY

Corner Secuiitl St.

CO."

nd Ilullrouil Ate.

train of forty newly constructed
cars passed through the eity
todny bound for the Central Mexlcanb
railway.
oil tank

The Absence of Toastmaster
Caused Momentary Gloom
Police Blamed.
Chicago, May 24. The hoboes'
banquet, given by the Brotherhood
Welfare association at the Windsor
Clifton hotel Monday night, was a
huge success, despite several little
drawbacks, such as the
r,
of Washington Flat, the
who was driven out of town
early In the afternoon by the police,
and the departure of Philadelphia
Jack and the Dancing Kid for San
Francisco before the beer was served.
They explained that they had to catch
the 11:15 "Q" freight.
Dr. Benjamin L. Reltman and his
aides in the new organisation had
searched the highways and byways of
the rlty for a representative gathering
of hoboes and bums and beggars, and
they found them. There were more
than 100 present some from the
Bridewell, others from the Municipal
lodging house, Hogan's Flop, the New
York house and the barrel houses
of West Madison street. e.
The Fall of Frrtl, the Hum.
Several Incidents marred the occasion, but no one minded.
Fred,
the Bum, who was down for a
speech on "Why I Hang Around Barrel Houses," picked up too many
drinks before he came to the banquet and was found under the table
when his name was called. "Shoestring Chase," a panhandler, scandalized his fellows when he was fouird
Improving the golden occasion by
passing his hat among the hotel
guests during a lull in the banquet.
After a dinner as good as a group
of bankers or merchant! could want,
the long program began. "Bum Mitt"
Casey interspersed the courses with
big chews of tobacco, and "Fred, the
Bum," insisted on singing, "Where is
My Wandering Boy Tonight?"
A Note of Discord.
"A No. 1," known also as the "Absent Member," author of "I Never
Blamed the Booze Boys," whose name
is written on every water tank between New York and Boston, and
toast-maste-

San Antonio, Texas, May 24. The
sentence fixed by the court-martithe case of Corporal K. L.
Infantry,
Knowles, of the Twenty-fift- h
recently tried for having assaulted
Capt. Edgar A. Macklln, of the same
regiment, while the regiment was sta.
tioned at Fort Reno, Okla., last December, is fifty years at hard labor
In the penitentiary at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
It has just been approved by Gen. Albert L. Meyer, commanding the department of Texas.
The court found Knowles guilty on
two specifications, assault and battery with intent to kill and assault
with intent to commit robbery. The
sentence named is only two years less
than the maximum, penalty which
could have been assessed.
Called Out and Shot.
A masked negro shot Capt. Edgar
inMacklln, company C, Twenty-fift- h
fantry .the night of December 21, at
Captain
Fort Reno.
Macklln was shot
In the Jaw and In the abdomen. The
another professionassassin knocked at the rear door of "Yorkey-WhlteyCaptain Macklln's quarters as he and al, threatened to depart at one stage
speecbmaklng
of
the
because the
family
were sitting down to their
his
evening meal. Captain Macklln went speakers were not "representative."
"Why, they don't know the dlff beto the door and was shot.
A, tween a hobo and a bum." said "A
Corporal Knowles, company
1." "I wouldn't associate with
Twenty-fift- h
No.
Infantry, was arrested at
Fort Reno January 7, on a charge of a snide that carries the banner. Why
shooting Captain Macklln. A blood dont' they let a smart man talk?"
The regular program began with a
stained khaki blouse with Knowles'
Initials on it was found near the post. poem by "Chicago Tommy," entitled,
"The
Face on the Barroom Floor."
was
a bullet hole through the
There
sleeve corresponding to a bullet It was a long poem, recited with deep
wound In Knowles arm. Three shots gravity, and was the story of a hobo.
were fired at Macklln. but only two
Features of the Program.
took effect, and it was believed that
Philadelphia
Brown recited a
the third, by accident, entered the poem of his ownJack
composition.
John
negro's arm.
young man with
Smith, a harp-face- d
Alio Macklln It.
on, told why the criminal
Capt. Edgar A. Macklln saw serv- ahascollar
a hard face. He said he had
ice In the Philippines and was one of Nspent
years in penitentiaries.
fourteen
the officers who served under Gen.
his first term at the age or
Jacob Smith in the first campaign beginning
14.
He said It was worry that made
against the natives in Samar. Mack- - the
lines.
lfn was the officer of the day at Fort
"German
Frltx" and "Ohio Skip,"
Brown the night of the Brownsville
on the program, left word lhay
riot Trhlch caused the discharge of down
gone to New York on the bumpthe three negro companies.
Of the had Before
the "Dancing Kid" left
officers
of the battalion1 Captain ers.
for
'Frisco
he sang a song about
Macklln and Major Penrose were or- "There's Always
dered tried by court-martiand both Home for You." a Mother Waiting at
were acquitted.
A Hnlil Hand-ou- t
Man.
Captain Macklln in a son of Col. J.
"Pittsburg Joe" tried to tell how he
E. Macklln, of the Fourth United had
to
live
without
work for
tried
States infantry, who was recently re- years. He had Just started
when
tired as a brigadier general. Captain "Yorkey-Whltey- "
Interrupted:
Macklln attended the Leavenworth
Fatty.
It
out,
"Cut
You're a snide
high school.
He enlisted as a pri- hand-oman. Sit down."
vate In the Fifth United States artilJoe.
This
silenced
lery and served as a corporal and
The "Rocky Mountain Lemon" rose
sergeant before his term of enlist- and
began:
ment expired. He took his examina"They do not love who do not show
tion for a commission at Fort Leav- their
love," but "A No. 1" yeltwl. "Sit
enworth with a large class of appli- down.
You're no 'hobo. You work,"
cants In 1898 and secured a commis- so the "Lemon"
sat down.
sion. He passed his examination for
"Willie,
the
Man." toll
promotion to captain at Leavenworth how to reform
society. He wore a
in September, 104. Captain Mackgentee-beard, a collar, held
lln's family consists of a wife and one his cigarbrown
according to the best cuschild, a boy 7 years old. Mrs. Mack- tom and made
curtly bows.
several
lln is a daughter of Bishop At well, of
,
I'uriMM' of the Ibinquet.
Kansas City.
Dr. Reltman, on behalf of the association, declared the program had
My Rest Friend.
been ""very enlightening." Before the
Alexander Benton who lives r banquet Dr. Reitman said:
Rural Route 1, Fort Edward. N. V.
"The purpose of the banquet Is to
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery I. learn
Just what these men need. We
my best earthly friend. .It cured :;t have no
right to tell of the needs of
of asthma six years ago. It has a)30 men whose lives we do not know.
performed a wonderful cure of in- We will let them tell their stories.
cipient comeumptlon
for my son's They will tell us the truth, and they
wife. The first bottle ended the ter will tell many new things.
Sociolorible cough, and this accomplished gists can learn much from the statethe other symptoms left one by one ments of these fallen men."
until she was perfectly well. Dr
King's New Discovery power ovei
A Narrow lcapc.
coughs and colds Is simply marvel
O. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk.
ous." No other remedy has eve Mo., had a narrow escape four years
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by al ago when he ran a Jlmson bar Into
druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bot his thumb, lie says: "The doctor
tie fre.
wanted to amputate It but I would
I bought a Dox of Buck-Una
Our ROUGH DRY work aon's have not consent.
Arnica Salve and that cured the
to be washed over. Imperial Laun- dangerous
wound." 25c at all drug
dry Co.
gists.
al
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ON THE SQUARE!

The foundation for the Santa Fe
depot at Mountalnair lins been laid
and the work of completion will be
pushed as rapidly as possible.
The
building will be of concrete 14x28 feet
with four living rooms on the second
floor.

On account

of an

accident In the
last ntpht. train No.
IsdueVegashereyards
at 7:45 o'clock did not
1.

Cir. Ceal and Second

SCOTTY

Department!

STRONG

nrvm,

oio

We're Always

RAILROAD!

FEAST

Mat-

X

CITIZEN

A

Large assortment of

China and Jap
tings from

HBKG

,"

pull Into the station until about 12:3(1
o'clock this morning. The cause of
the delay was not reported to the local office.
ALTON SWITl IIMK.N
OKT INCREASE.
Bloomlngton, 111., May 24. A new

schedule of wages and working conditions affecting the switchmen of the
Chicago & Alton was lotted Wednesday, dated back to May 1.
Night
foremen at Chicago. St. Louis and
Kansas City will be advanced to 37
cents per hour, and day foremen to
35 cents.
All ether yards one cent
less will govern. Helpers will be .paid
84 cents and 32 cents In firct-clayards, and 33 cents and 31 cents In
all others.
J. 8. Morrison, ticket agent for the
Santa Fe at El Paso, accompanied by
Mrs. Morrison, left the Pass City
Wednesday afternoon on a sad mission. They are going to Emporium,
Pa., in response to a message announcing the death of NJr. Morrison's
only brother. Deceased was a railroad telegraph operator located at
Emporium.
He was 37 years of'age
and leaves a wife and little daughter
7 years
old. Mr. Morrison did not
know that his brother was even sick
and was greatly shocked at his death.
Deceased was not only the sole surviving brother, but the last member
of the family except Mr. Morrison, of
El Paso.
ss

CONDUCTORS

TOOK ONE
TOOT TOO MANY.

Two Santa Fe conductors at Needles
lost their Jobs a few days ago rather
unexpectedly. Then went out on a

"toot" and were "painting the town
red." when Officer "Billy" Baldwin
happened along and called them to
account. They told him to go and
mind his business, saying that they
guessed he did not know who thty
were.
He replied that he did not
care who they were, that they could
not carry on that way in the street
while he was on duty. They were
both locked up and a few hours latT
were Informed by the Santa Fe officials that their services would no
longer be required.
GREAT NORTHERN? TR4FF1C
DKPAKT.M EXT REORGANIZED.
St. Paul,
Minn.. May 24. The
traifio. department of the Great Northern Is being generally reorganized by
the new traffic manager, W. W.
Broughton.
The title of traffic manager is a new one on this road, as Is
the- title of assistant general traffic

WE

ENDEAVOR to conduct our business on

the Golden Rule plan. We give a Man
Clothing that will satisty him and prove to
be as represented. Clothing, that will cause him
to think well of us and make this his Clothing
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not make
us ashamed to look him square in the face the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.99" or "The Best Clothing in
the world at the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store will receive a satisfactory measure of value for his money, backed
by our iron-cla- d
guarantee of "Money back, if you
want it." We do business on the square.
,

M.

rJ3

AN DELL

Agent for the
WASHINGTON CLOTHING.

None Better.

manager, which has been bestowed
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
upon W. P. Kinney. The passenger
department will remain as formerly.
In charge of A. I Craig, who will
LIVERY, BALE, FEED AND
assume the title of general passenger
TRANSFER STABLES.
agent. There is now no general
freight agent, and it was stated by
Mr. Broughton that none would be Horses and Mules Bought and
appointed for the present at least
The five assistant general freight
agents will report to Mr. Kinney, as BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
will also the general passenger agent. Second Street, between Railroad and
Mr. Kinney will, upon his return from
Copper Avenue.
the west, take complete charge of all
freight business, reporting to the general traffic manager.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
DEVOES READY PAINT
The Board of County Commissioners of McKlnley county, New Mexico, One Gallon Covers 600 Sqnare Feet.
will receive sealed proposals for the
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
erection and completion of a court
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
house and jail building, to be erected
In Gallup, New Mexico.
Bids to be
408 Watt Railroad Avanaa
submitted separately for court house
and jail.
A certified check for Ave hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposals, to assure the good
faith of the bidders.
Proposals will be received jup to 4
o'clock p. m., Monday, June 3rd,
1907, at the office of the clerk of the
board. Plans and specifications can
be seen at the office of J. L. LaDrlere,
Albuquerque, N. M., or at the clerk's
office In Gallup.
The board reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
F. W. METERS,
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners, Gallup, New Mexico.
VAXX'8 NEW FOUNTAIN FOR
REAL COLD DRINKS.

Don't Pity Alimony,

to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for It If
you keep your bowels regular
wltH

Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action Is so gentle that the appendix
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggist.
25e Try them.
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Thos. F. Keleher
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And All This Week
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL

ESTATft-LOANS- .

. WALKER,

A.

nmm

INSUKANCaT
Secretary Mutual Building Amow
The flexible sole Red Cross Uon.
Shoe is comfort able from avenne.Oface at 217 West Ballr
'he start.

The burning and aching
caused bv stiff soles p.nd the
evils of thin soles are presented by the Red Cross. It
snables a woman to be on her
teet for hours at a time with
.omfort.
A stylish
shoe

thafs

W.E. MAUGEr
VJOOL
with Raube and Mauger
lis North First St.
ALBCQUERQUE, N. lav

Office,

TOTI a OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars, Place your orders tor- this line with us.
NORTH TH TJ 8T.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Ms
Steam Eau Mage Factory.
EMIL KLIKNWORT
Masonic Building. North Third Street
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Cell

$400

With Sixteen Musical Numbers

)xfords,

IP

$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
Children

PILLS

iTom WtMknttiw, lr-- rr
aitd bftnifb ' tminp t.f
tlud." lhaf ai
toglrliifft womanhood. rIO'iih rV
kY.uwu rvmwty fur womn frqiau' t(ini. 1 an not A, lmr... -- itr
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A Great Show
35c.

PENNYROYAL
ihey

s

ivith tht foot"

Its '.TO LAUGH

Admission

Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for ail
THROAT and LUNG X&OT7B-LSor MONEY SACK.

The Telephone Girl
l'JT

60o$1.00

OLDS

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. AnnUo Building
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Washington
Fashioned Apparel

$4.00

25c

Let us fit yoh.

No Reserved Seats

WFJI.
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121

CHAPLIN
Railroad Mwanua

D. A. GLEY3TER
INSURANCE,
Rooms 13 and
Albuquerque.

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Cromwell Bloea.
Telephone No. lit.

14

Give na your ROUGH DRY wort,
Monday, and get It back Wcdneada
Imperial Laundry Co.
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its Location

A Rati way

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITT. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

m.

Pies.

WM. M. BERBER,

0R8lRBBSaMCfX!EfRB0EIBrilDDBnBBBII

H
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0

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

Im-

0
0

D

0
0

TWO-THIRD-

WITH MORTGAGE 6ECURITY FOR ONE TEAR,
WITH I PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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Center

ALL PAST LIMITED
EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVEIt THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AXD WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAT IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITT iX THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

0B

r9aKa

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- i of Santa Fe Railway

BELEN IS SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 2.1X140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK a. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
IXO $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE

KVCHKK004C400040
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EVENING CITIZEN.

from Las Wans, where: he has been
attending a session of the federal
court, said ther were three cases of
violation of the F.dmunds act brought
to trial during the session, and that
was obtained In each case.
conviction
PARA OR AP IIS
Sentences had not been passed upon
the offenders at the time he left Ijbs
Vegas.
Mr. Forbes will go to
w
roitM ast.
tomorrow night to attend
session
of the federal court there.
the
Generally
24.
May
Dfnver, Colo..
fair tonlcht and Saturday; colder In
south and ea;t portion tonight, and
E OF Bill
noutheast portion Saturday; frost In
north portion.
A! THE CASINO

MAV

U, IMT.

PERSONAL

At(314 WEST

RAILROAD
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The Time Is Here

Ti;I

,'i.

ft Warm Weather Bring With it One Cool Comfort

8, on

No.
No.
No.
No.

LOW SHOES

4
1

7
9

time.

on time.
on time.
on time.
at 12:01 H. m.

ial day.
of Fort BayMrs. Charles T.
ard. N. M., was an Albuquerque visi-

tor yesterday.

FOR MEN

I

MARKET

AKP.IV.M.S.

was In
C. W. Holnian, of CabeV-on- .
the city yesterday.
Charles Brown, of Gallup, was In
Albuquerque on bulnes yesterday.
Five or six picnic parties are being
arranged for Bear canyon on Memor-

Pretty and shapely, they are the very thing to add
the finishing touch to your new summer dress
or suit. We have the proper style for any
' occasion, dress, street or housewear.

MEAT

di

Beginning Sunday night, the Man
hattan Musioal Comedy company, at
the Traction park Casino, will play
The
a rolsterlnf. rol
licking medley of jokes, songs and
The chorus will be heard
dances.
from In attractive numbers and will
be seen to advantage In new
and
pretty
pleasing
Some
(ustumes.
lances are promised. Mls Monollta
Stetson, who has made such a favor
able Impression with her Spanish
dancing in "The Telephone Girl," will S
have two or three songs to sing and
will be accompanied by the chorin.
The comedians, Murray and Spauld- Ing. will disport themselves In the
roles of two comic Dutchmen.
per
will
"The
formed on Sunday. Monday. Tuesduy
and Wednesday nights., and on the
remaining nights of next week au- - 8
ther musical comedy success, "Fun
In a Boarding School." will be put
Both pieces are now being re
hearsed dally and every effort is being made to produce them' in a satisfactory manner.
It has been decided by the
of the Manhattan Musical
Comedy company that It will be best
to give two different shows a week
hereafter. While the attendance this
week has been nothing to complain
of .considering the cold nights, which
kept away many
who otherwise
would have, attended, yet a change
of bill in the middle of the week will
Insure a better average of attendance
the week through.

When You Buy It
And After You Wear It

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

iir

IHEN "old Dr. Goose" has shaped a coat

the buyer clearly
no matter how neat and perfect it
it absolutely certain that heat
or dampness
take out the shape,
an animated
and make the clothes look
bundle of rags. There isn't any way you can
detect clothes of this kind except to apply
You must take your
one of the
own chances or buy a sincerity suit, with our
guarantee of quality

Hopewell returned last
victimized ;
is
to sell,
night from his visit to
Fe and
$4.00
3.50
$3.00.
Oxf.trda
Colt
Patent
Estancla.
for
8. BO
2.K0
3.00
Vici Kid Oxford
V, A. Williams and wife, of Galls-te3.60
2. 60
3.00
Velnur Calf Oxf r.H
N. M., are
at
registered
the
looks, is
1.60
note
Gray Canvas Oxfords leather
g
Cralge.
will
Fteserved statu for Mrs. Fiske on
sale at Matsons tomorrow morning
like
at 8 o'clock.
$1.50 $2.00 $2.25
White or C5:y
Canvas
1.65
2.00
1.75
or
Pongola Oxford.'. BUok
Tin
Mrs. Frank Ackerraan and Miss
2.25 2.50 3.00
Viol KU1 oxfords. Black or Tin
Ellen Salter have gone to Illinois to
8.60
3.00
2.50
Patent Kid Oxfords
visit relatives.
2.50 3.60
Sincerity Tests.
Gun Metal Oxfords
A
boy was born to Mr
and Mrs. J. A. Buchanan, of 40H
North Broadway.
K. Koury, has opened up a generaJ
store on South First Hirer t, oprolle
the Alvarado hotel.
Ws sell the Sincerity Brand of clotbes; also Hart
T. Y. MAYNARO
GEO. W. HICKOX
1
Mrs. I.. B. Stern and her on Ber
ZWEIGART
HERMAN
to
to
night
tie. went
Shaffner & Man-Bo- th
Guaranteed.
Socorro last
spend several days with relatives.
PROPRIETOR
8
Tom Webster, proprietor of a res
taurant and a store at Isleta, is In
the city today, visiting friends.
phone 185 3
Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Packard's
Iillll.lt Mt.Xf THAN THAT g Amo & Coal
The Indiana club will hold Its next SOLD ItV J. t PALM Kit NOT TO
meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs, UK FOCXD IX THE TKIMUTOKY.
'
CXXXXXOOOOOOCXXX)0XXXXy3CXX)
Elckers, on South Second street, on
M,A UKKUIES. ItED UASP- the evening of June 4.
D
KLAC.
AX
ItKIKS.
KHKItltlKS
Itl
Designs
New
Glass
Specially
Cut
in
Also Some
William Horabln, of the Horabin-McGaffe- y STICAWHEItKIES. AT THE
company, of Thoreau and
;IWH'KKV CO. TOMOKHOW.
Ketner. was In the city on business
yesterday.
received, a line of women's
Just
Raymond Stamm and his bride. gray canvas lace shoes. They have
Miss Helen Rodey that was. returned good leather soles, tit well and are
NEW MEXICO'S LEAVING JEWELERS
yesterday from their .honeymoon trip especially adapted to ladles who want
The Arch front
South Second St.
to California and the Grand canyon a cool shoe, but who on account of
of Colorado.
from
115-11- 7
weak ankles are prevented
wearing slippers. Price. $1.50.
C
Mrs. T. F. Clay and
314
Between Railroad and Coppar Ave., Tel. 74
West Railroad
Mrs. Charles Clay, went to San May's Shoe Store,
Marcial last night to visit Mrs. Liza avenue.
Mrs. Anderson and Mrs,
Anderson.
SATl KDAY'S M'liX I L HALF.
T. F. Clay are sisters.
109 North Plrat St.
2
of 15c grade Sardines.... 2Sc
Mis 2 cans
T. HaddHIt
Jamas
and
15c
lbs.
fresh Ginger Snaps
Lapeer,
Mich.
of
Blanche
Haddrill.
Cheapest
All Kindt of Indian and Mexican Goods. The
3 cans of Wax Beans
2"c
night.
are
They
arrived
last
here
4 lbs. fresh fctoda Crackers
25c
Plata to boy Navajo Blankalt and Mexican Drawn Work
the guests of Ky Haddrill, the son 2 cans
2Rc
Grapes
of California
of James T. Haddrill.
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.
8c
Macaroni, per pkg
W. T. Hughes, a book and station
..
8c
Vermicellis per pkg
ery salesman, representing a New 2 cans of Clams
25c
ut Cream of Wheat
York firm, with headquarters
15c
Denver. Colo., was In the city yester Ham. per pound
14c
day visiting the trade and friend.
25c can of Baking Powder...... 20c
The buMe.st druf store between Denver and Lo Angeles. We hare
40c
Henry P. Bardshar, Internal reve Gallon can of Syrup
recently refitted our Ice cream department and can now accommodate,
nue collector for the territories ol
THE MAZE.
fifty people at a sitting. The beat of everything In our line.
FT,
IKK
Propr.
tt'M. K
New Mexico and Arizona, who was In
Albuquerque on government business
AN ELEGANT LINE OP LIBBEY'S
cabbagf
XKW
itrr.vToEN.
days,
to
several
last
went
Fe
Santa
BRILLIANT CUT OLAMf
HEAXS.
WAX
GKEKX UKAXS,
night.
H. K. Fox, Secretary and Manager.
CHILI
H. J. Haverkampf, the merchant of ('.MMI'UiWKlt.PKAS.CHKKX
SQUASH,
XKW
MHKKS.
I
San Kafael, Is In the city today, trans HEKTS. I'lllMI TOMATOES. XKW
acting business with the local mer- CAHKOTS.
THE MOX 1U H GltO
chants and looking after his Interests
In certain suits now pending In the CKUY CO.
district court.
KANSAS MTV M EAT.
Demetlo Baca, who has been the
NATIVE MEAT.
clerk at the Crutge hotel for some
FHESH MEAT.
time, has resigned to accept a belier
HKU MEM'.
M
1
Aval
in Santa Fe.
His successor
ItEST OK MEAT.
32 1 323 W. R. R.
1 position
Is Adolph P. Weiler, a well known
OK PRICKS.
AT
i
young man of this city.
T THE I NfOX MEAT MARKET,
AT 207 WES't iOIl.
James A. Barnett. a member of the
Cincinnati, Ohio, tire department. Is
Good men, with clean
Is Albuquerque visiting Chief Burt-les- s. WANTED
records, as agents for the Colorado
Beef
Mr. Barnett Is accompanied by
National Life Assurance Company.
his son. Joseph Barnett, who Is going
1
Savin
B
Our
Liberal contracts and good territo Silver City, N. M.. to work on a
,,h m mm
tory In New ' Mexico and Arizona
They will leave for Silver
ranch.
Ice Pads 1 City
Line of
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Manatonight on No. 9.
gers, Cammertjlal Club building.
Territorial Engineer Vernon, of
Sullivun, has returned to Santa Fe
KATRA FINE VEAL A.M LAM II
Refrigfrom Bernalillo and Sandoval counVT THE CXION" MEAT MARKET,
ties, where he Inspected the Irriga- 207 WK-st.OLD.
tion proposition or the Bluewater DeCREAMERY" BUTTER
BUY MERRITTS
erators
1
company,
velopment
company
which
WANTED
Position as Job composi
Ice
tain
proposes to place 20.000 acres under
tor In good office. First class man.
cultivation.
Don't drink and can give best of
8
references. Man of family. Would
Mliss Gertrude Takkan
MIhb
and
is the
rCream
prefer to work under contract.
Allen, teachers in the AlbuquerCora
'
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
que public schools, are visiting Prof,
most
La. State salary when writing.
and Mrs. J. E. Clark, at Santa Fe.
&f
From the capital city Miss Takkan
complete
i ne reason 5 ixewesi
Daven
VOC CANT IM ItKTTKR Til AN
goes to Los Angeles. Cal., for the
in the city
summer, while Miws Allen will spend TO lirV VOIR GROCKRIKS AXI
and Latest.
her vacation with relatives at Battle M FIATS OK .1 V. PALMER. FIRST
AXI MARQl'KTTE.
Creek, Mich.
Water
Mrs. Motzeubecker. of North Sec
For stomach troubles, biliousness
oud street, was pleasantly surprised and constipation try Chamberlain's
night
JL
by
last
Iter
at
Stomach
about
residence
and Liver Tablets. Many
Filters
i Coolers
twenty-liv- e
friends, the occasion be- remarkable cures have been effected
ing her birthday. Games of all sorts by them. Price, 25 cents. Samples
Is the place for fash- were played, after which refreshfree. For pale by all
ments Were served. P O'Grady renlonable and timely
ALL
KRI ITS
SKASONAHLK
dered several excellent selections on
VE4JETAIUiKS.
ANI
the flute. Miss Polly Kepler endear- HKKKIKS
lumwcai.
ed herself to the party by singing KKEli EVERY HAY, AT J. F. PAI
GardenJHose,
in
M Kit's. ITItsT AND MAROIKITK.
"The Wearing of the Green."
Reels,
To celebrate their first wedding anSlit good pictures for ten cents at
niversary,
Mr. and
Mrs.
A.
H Star Studio. 216 West Oold avenue.
High Grade Shoes
Our
Holmbol. of 811 North Fourth street.
over
forty
entertained
By
friends at their
home last night.
The rooms were
Our Specialty
beautifully decorated for the occasion
and a mimic wedding ceremony was
V
THE
enacted. Music, games and refresh
New Location
ments were delightful features of the
S02 Weat Railroad Avenue. Phone 131
The IDEM. SHOE STORE
evening. The bride and groom were
NORTH FOURTH ST.
They 42
married In Pueblo a year ago.
received many anniversary gifts from
Leon Hcrtzng, Manager
TELEPHONE 45
a host of friends.
RAILROAD AVE;
Hi West Railroad Ave.
W. R. Forbes, chief deputy In the
office of L'nlted States Marshal C:. ML
Foraker. who returned this morning
Diamond, Watches. Jewelry. Ctit GlitsM. Clock. Silverware.. W Invite
oar trade ana guarantee A SQCAKK DEAL.
Col.

V.

o,

FOR. WOMEN

Oxf-r.-1.-

Spring Lamb

man-igeme- nt

ten-pou-

I

'

We Are Displaying

ItSier

SIMON STERN

Hand Painted China

MOX-AltC'-

The HICKOX - MA YNAftD CO.

NORTH FIRST STREET

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools S

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE

The

J.

H. O'RILLLY DRUG CO.

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCof mick Harvesters and Mowers

(It

THE WAGNER
Plumbers

HARDWARE

GO.

Tinners

--

Ill-X-

Alaska Refrigerators

lllli
r
fKSfJ

llRfesd

If

Tenderloins
Pork Tenderloins

Sweetbreads
Brains

- nffl..

IrsISI

Steaks

Roasts

Just what you

want.
Just what you

JRST

T

need.

i

A.

!

Uq Ideal

.Store

I

mm

HAVE YOU

dr--gi-

Just Arrived

A'newisupply of
and rubber. Hose
Grass Catchers.

cotton
both
Lawn Mowers,
prices the lowest

SEEM THEM?

&

iShoe

S

The New Electrical Signs

BELL'S

Diamond

(1

None Better

LIVERY

Palace

Manufactured

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.l

Tiitiv Speak For

Mrs. A. IL Meyer,

U16 Soutfai

K
V

the TAILOR

GIELITZ

NUTtSB.

Themselves!

I

Maker of

ThM

Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Fine Clothes

New Line

of Wash Neckwear

jjc

N. T. Armtjo Building.

Anybody can make clothes; it takes
Smart
brains to make our Stein-BIoc- h
Clothes. Talent, with needle and
shears, directed by intelligence ripened
by 52 years of knowing how, has
given these clothes the style and distinction which has won them fame
and following among judicious dressers
Blue Serge Suits, double or
single breasted - - $18 to $28
e
A complete line of
suits - - - $9 to $18
two-piec-

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119

Vt Gold

Room

7.

Eastman Kodaks
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
I

in

KoJiks free.

HAWLEY

On the Corner

T!irf

Leading Stationer.

Wm. CHAPLIN
FINE FOOTWEAR:

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Agents For

-- LOfTSHCIM

o
o
New Line Just Rece.ved
SHOES

121 R. R. Ave.

MISS C.

P. CRANE

Street

S 12 North Second
Specialty of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING
BOUGHT. SOLO

R.-R.4-

AND

EXCHANSED

octal ton

Off lea

Tramaetlont

122 South Second

Cuaraniooo

RDSENFIEtO'S.

118 W.

R, R,

ill

ft

ft
ft
ft

ft
ft

Wholesale' Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - -

Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANT ED
113.

Wi'itc
rift

Bout
tie, 03,I IT.North
rirat

40 1,

ft
ft
ft
O
ft

Btr0t
mtrvat

c

r Prices
Albuquerque,

57

New Mexico

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

